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Abstract 
Attached and separated shock wave/boundary layer interactions were investigated 
in hypersonic, turbulent flows. Experiments in the Imperial College Mach 9 facility 
were conducted at Reynolds numbers of 48 million/metre for precise axisymmet-
ric, benchmark interactions and for carefully controlled three-dimensional interac-
tions. Experimental data comprise surface pressure and heat transfer, together with 
schlieren and oil-flow visualisations. 
Bodies of revolution are used to eradicate end wall effects and to provide the 
highest possible quality for the reference two-dimensional flow. Here, the bodies 
of revolution are an axisymmetric cowl and centre-body with the cowl used to ra-
diate a shock system on to the centre-body. A baseline two-dimensional interac-
tion is produced by aligning the cowl concentrically with the centre-body. Three-
dimensionality of the interaction is produced in a controlled manner by offsetting 
the cowl relative to the centre-body. 
The attached and separated axisymmetric pressure and heat-transfer distribu-
tions taken at three azimuthal positions collapse on one mean profile displaying a 
high degree ofaxisymmetry. In the separated interaction surface striations caused 
by a Gortler-type instability have been isolated by oil-flow visualisations. Numeri-
cal simulations show good quantitative agreement with experimental pressure and 
qualitative agreement with experimental heat-transfer. 
A separation "pocket" was produced when the cowls used in the attached and 
separated studies were offset by a sufficient amount. This type of topology consists 
of a separated flow on a portion of the centre-body azimuth and attached flow on 
the remaining azimuth. Detailed heat-transfer measurements were made to fully 
map this topology. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Introduction 
The physics of hypersonic flows has interested aerodynamicists since the 1950's 
when the various space programs required a detailed knowledge of the structural 
and thermal loads expected during launch and re-entry. At these speeds, the flow 
over parts of the craft is likely to be turbulent making direct numerical solutions of 
the flow computationally difficult, necessitating some sort of parallel-experimental 
program to elucidate the physics of the flow. Flight tests require extremely careful 
planning and are generally far too expensive to be used extensively. Currently, 
the best option for investigating turbulent flows is through detailed wind tunnel 
investigations. Whilst wind tunnel experiments have some disadvantages, they are 
capable of providing relatively economical and extensive data. 
In any supersonic flow, (speeds greater than Mach 1) shock waves are usually 
formed. Across these shock waves very large temperature and pressure gradients 
exist. As the Mach number increases and the flow passes into the hypersonic regime 
(above Mach 5) these gradients get larger. In addition to creating large drag forces 
and thermal loading these shockwaves can also create problems when they interact 
with the surface of a vehicle and, in particular, with the surface boundary layer. 
This is the so-called shock-wave/ boundary-layer interaction or S\\TBLI. 
If the pressure increase or pressure gradient caused by a shock-\\'aye is ~uffi-
22 
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ciently large it can also "separat "th b dIE e e oun ary- ayer. ventually the boundan"-
v , 
layer reattaches forming a bubble of recirculating flow called a separation bubble. 
Current research into turbulence can be broken up into 3 main sectors. narnely:-
experimental, analytical, and turbulence modelling. Thrbulence modelling in,"oh"e:-; 
ad-hoc closure models to systems of continuity of turbulent variables. Computation:-; 
using turbulence models are generally known as Reynolds Averaging Xavier Stokes 
(RANS) since the governing equations of fluid dynamics - Xavier/Stokes Equations 
- are decomposed into mean and fluctuating components. The effects of the fluc-
tuating components are then estimated using an empirical prediction of turbulent 
viscosity. This non-physical approach to estimating the effects of turbulence has 
come under fire over the years by the more fundamental and physically based ana-
lytical researchers. The arguments against this approach to turbulence are justified 
to the extent that it should not be seen as the final solution to turbulence and re-
sults from it should only be interpreted by practitioners who are fully aware of its 
conception and limitations. It would be foolish however, to dispute its current value 
in industry as a best guess approximation to the effects of turbulence. It remains the 
best approximation within the confines of a realistic computational duration that is 
available today. Until the computational speed of computers increases significantly 
or the fundamental physics of turbulence is understood it will be a necessary piece 
of the toolbox of any fluid computationalist. 
Experimental and analytical approaches to turbulence provide more insight into 
the fundamental physics. Analytical methods in their most basic forms use derived 
relations coupled with experimental observations to describe large scale features 
of turbulence. The chaotic yet generally Gaussian nature of turbulence has also 
fostered statistical methods for describing the mean properties of a turbulent flow. 
This thesis explores turbulent shock-wave / boundary-layer interactions in ::-'Iach 
8.9 flows. Experiments were conducted using bodies of revolution so that both t\\"o-
dimensional and three-dimensional flows could be accurately explored without para-
sitic three-dimensional effects entering through end-wall and tip regions. The result:-i 
of these experiments were compared when possible with computations that \\"ere con-
ducted using an in-house RANS code to qualify the strengths and weaknesses of the 
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turbulence model used. 
1.2 Motivation 
Current understanding of three-dimensional shock/boundary layer interactions in 
hypersonic flows is limited. The scope of experimental results is hampered by the dif-
ficulty in measuring the high speed flows unobtrusively and at sufficient l~" high ~C1111-
piing rates. In addition, the issues of turbulence and control of three-dirnensionalit\" 
have meant that detailed practical studies are few. 67 
Presently, both the European Space Agency (ESA) and the Airforce Office of 
Scientific Research (AFOSR) have flight test programmes to investigate the aerother-
modynamics of re-entry. ESA currently has two launch programs, EXPERT (a low 
cost re-entry testbed) and IXV (a re-entry technology demonstrator). Some specific 
aspects for determination by the ESA programs are: aerothermodynamic structural 
loads (mechanical and thermal) and surface properties to account for transition 
while specific phenomena to be investigated include "Laminar-to-Turbulent transi-
tion", "SWBLI" and "Separation and reattachment associated with control surfaces 
(including transition in the separated region)". Ground testing SWBLI's in turbu-
lent flows at representative Mach numbers is a necessity of the ESA flight programs 
as part of its mandate to integrate flight experiments, ground experiments and CFD. 
The necessity for this integration can be traced back to the expense of flight testing 
and the fact that ground facilities do not accurately model the actual flight condi-
tions. Comparison of flight data and ground data is critical for future experiments 
and computations as it provides insight into the deviations of ground facilities from 
actual flight conditions and could provide correlations between them. 
The AFOSR FResH-FX tests set out to investigate transitional and turbulent 
flows and interactions. Ten ballistic launches are currently planned with the first 
investigating both transitional flows and turbulent SWBLI's. As with the ESA 
launches, the AFOSR needs accurate ground-experimental results to compare \\'it h 
flight data. 
Currently there exist few international facilities that can provide sufficient 
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benchmark data at high Mach and Reynolds numbers - one being the IInperial 
College Hypersonic Gun-Tunnel. Detailed and exhaustive experimentation into t,yO-
dimensional, three-dimensional, attached and separated SWBLI's in turbulent flm'":-, 
would set Imperial College at the forefront of hypersonic research. 
A three-dimensional study clearly requires a good benchmark two-dinlensional 
flow. Most two-dimensional experiments quoted in the literature are based on pla-
nar configurations and are only nominally 2D as end-wall effects. tip leakage and 
other secondary effects produce three-dimensional regions. The best strategy in pro-
ducing two-dimensional flow is by the use of bodies of revolution (two-dilnensional 
axisymmetric) rather than planar bodies. 
Thus, a study into the effect of controlled three-dimensionality on the shock 
boundary layer interaction in a Mach 8.9 hypersonic turbulent flow has been COlll-
pleted. The initial two-dimensional experiments, consisting of a hollow axisym-
metric centre body surrounded by an axisymmetric cowl, produces the benchlnark 
two-dimensional flow. The internal angle of the cowl is such that the desired shock 
boundary layer interaction on the centre-body is produced. Two-dimensional flows 
occur when the centre-body and cowl are located co-axially with zero relative offset. 
Since no endwalls or tips exist in an axisymmetric geometry, the aforementioned 
parasitic three-dimensional effects which exist in planar two-dimensional flows are 
eradicated. Three-dimensionality is controlled by offsetting the cowl relative to the 
centre-body thus inducing crossflows through the generation of streamwise vorticity. 
The interaction produced during experiments will be categorised as weak or strong 
based on two conditions, three-dimensionality and separation. 
Chapter 2 
Background/Literature Survey 
2.1 Boundary Layers in Hypersonic Flows 
To understand how boundary layers in hypersonic, supersonic and subsonic flows dif-
fer it is important to look at the boundary layer equations as proposed by Prandt161 
in 1904. These are derived from the Navier-Stokes equations using an order of 
magnitude analysis. Since the order of length scales normal to the streamwisc di-
rection depend on the boundary layer thickness and assuming that the boundary 
layer thickness, is much smaller than the streamwise length scale, some of the terms 
in the N avier-Stokes equations can be neglected. Incorporating these assumptions 
along with the substitution of the summation of laminar and turbulent viscosity for 
the viscosity term into the Navier-Stokes equations produces a turbulent version of 
the boundary layer equations given in Anderson. 3 The resulting equations (Eq. 2.1 
- Eq. 2.4) are for subsonic, 2D, steady flows but can also be regarded as thin layer, 
turbulent N avier-Stokes approximations. 
Continuity: (2.1 ) 
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x - Momentum: au au aPe a ( au) pu a + pV-a = -- + - (J-LL + flT)-
Energy: 
X Y ax ay 8y 
Y - Momentum: ap 
-=0 ay 
ah ah a (aT) ape (au) 2 pu ax + pv ay = ay k ay + u ax + (J-LL + J-LT) ay 
')-
-, 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
While these equations are also given by Anderson2 as the boundary layer equa-
tions for hypersonic flows, it should be understood that Equation 2.3 does not hold 
for high Mach numbers. The reason behind this is one of the fundamental differ-
ences between high and low speed aerodynamics. In the derivation of Equation 2.32 
the order of magnitude of Ml 2 is given as 1. However clearly, as the :vIach number 
'Y <Xl 
increases, this term decreases as M2. Hence the order of magnitude of this can be 
quite small allowing for the pressure gradient in the y direction to become significant. 
This effect has been noted by Kirk43 and he cites other references. 26,45,7.5 
Dolling20 states that the peak surface heating due to shock wave/boundary layer 
interactions in hypersonic flows can be 10-100 times that in the incoming attached 
boundary layer. Results from Murray et al52 show that the peak heat-transfer in 
a Mach 8.9 interaction comprising of a 9.90 angle shock and a turbulent boundary 
layer can be 8 times that of the incoming boundary layer. 
2.2 Hypersonic Shocks 
As Mach number increases the weak solution angle of a generated shock \\'R\'e (rel-
ative to the freestream) decreases for a given flow deflection, shown in Figure 2.1. 
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In extreme cases a hypersonic shockwave can merge with the boundary layer. This 
becomes more likely if the boundary layer is turbulent and hence thicker than a 
corresponding laminar boundary layer. Figure 2.2 illustrates flow over a hypersonic 
vehicle model using shadowgraph. The possibility of the shock merging with the 
boundary layer is conceivable, especially toward the leading edge. 
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Figure 2.1: Effect of Mach Number on Shock Angle {3. 4 
• "\ T h· I 55 Figure 2.2: Shockwave on HypersonIC ve IC e. 
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Another phenomenon that is characteristic of hypersonic flows is the entrop~' 
layer which occurs when a curved shock is present. Stronger shocks produce nlore 
entropy (i.e. greater losses) and conversely weaker shocks produce less entropy. 
Detached shocks are normal to the freestream at their centreline and curve out to 
oblique downstream. The strong, centre-line shock produces large anl0unts of en-
tropy while the weakening shock further off the centreline produces less entropy since 
it is curving from a normal shock to an oblique shock. Hence an entropy gradient. 
called an entropy layer, is produced next to the body. It has been shown that en-
tropy layers complicate boundary layer computations and can increase aerodYllalllic 
heating in the boundary layer. 18 
2.3 Turbulence in Hypersonic Flows 
The boundary layer transition from laminar to turbulent flow is influenced by' many 
factors, one of which is the nature of the streamwise pressure gradient. 3 Transition 
is encouraged by an adverse gradient, e.g. the strong adverse gradient across a 
shock. Hence turbulence is an important feature of a hypersonic flow whether it be 
part of a fully turbulent regime or turbulent spots in a transitional flow. Tests of a 
Hyper X model at GASL, Ronkonkoma, N.y8 show that transition occurred at 10% 
of the body chord. If turbulence occurs upstream of a shock it can affect the way 
interactions with the boundary layer occur .14,47,63 
Turbulence in shock wave interactions is dealt with by Andreopoulos et al. 
5 
The 
authors state that the most important effects of shock wave/turbulence interactions 
are the amplification of velocity fluctuations and changes in length scales. They 
state that vorticity fluctuations that travel longitudinally through a shock remain 
unchanged while other components of vorticity change through the shock. This can 
be understood through the Rankine equations which state that velocity components 
parallel to the shock are unchanged by passage through it. They reference
37
-
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which 
show that the Reynolds stresses and turbulent intensities are constant across a shock 
wave due to the thinness of the shock and hence the short response tillle. 
Aguil undertook experiments to isolate the change in turbulent propertie~ 
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across a shock. These experiments found that that the longitudinal conlponenb 
of vorticity fluctuations and the lateral components of velocity fluctuations changed 
only by amounts roughly equal to the experimental error, thus it was concluded that 
predicted changes of zero in these components were correct. Gains of roughl~' l.-1 
in the fluctuations of longitudinal velocities and lateral vorticity demonstrated that 
these parameters are affected strongly by the shock. 
The level of compressibility of the flow can also have an effect on the inter-
action. Andreopoulos et a15 refer to Hannappel et a130 where DXS results showed 
that amplification of lateral vorticity fluctuations across the shock increased with an 
increased upstream level of compressibility while the longitudinal velocity fluctua-
tions augmented with the increased upstream level of compressibility. This appears 
counter-intuitive but the authors do state that previous comparisons between D':\S 
and experiments gave an inconsistency between the results of length scale response 
to the interaction. 
Briassulis14 found that for three different Mach numbers the turbulent integral 
length scales in the longitudinal direction reduced after the shock. The length scales 
in the normal direction increased for low Mach numbers and decreased for high 
Mach numbers. In weak shocks the eddies are compressed longitudinally and remain 
constant normally. As the shock strength increases the lateral length scales increases 
and the longitudinal decreases, at very strong interactions eddies are compressed in 
both directions. 
2.4 Shock Wave/Boundary Layer Interactions 
b d 1 . t t' 20 Dolling states in his general synopsis of shock wave oun ary ayer In erac IOns 
that our 'fundamental knowledge' of the physics of these interactions is 'far from 
what is needed'. It should be apparent that wherever hypersonic flow exists a shock 
wave boundary layer interaction is likely to occur. What is not so apparent arc 
the ramifications of such an interaction. Not only might it cause separation. but it 
produces high heating rates in the interaction region that can, in the worst C,N'. lead 
to component failure. A very famous case is described by Anderson
2 
and occurred 
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while Pete Knight was test piloting the X-15. Flying at a ),Iach number of 6.7:2 . 
Knight produced a shock that caused a pylon to be burnt through. This is Sh O\n1 
in figure 2.3 where the black band indicates the damage. 
Figure 2.3: Damage on pylon of X-15 due to shock/boundary layer interaction.
5o 
The reflection of an incident shock wave in a viscous flow differs from that in 
an inviscid flow. A schematic of the shock reflection in a separated boundary layer 
is shown in figure 2.4. Turbulent boundary layers separate less easily than laminar 
boundary layers , but the boundary layer thickness changes without separation \\'ill 
produce the same shockwave system. The induced shock and reattachment shock 
eventually join downstream to form one reflected shock. 
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of separation due to shock/boundary layer interaction. ~ 
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The end of the incident shock wave is called the shock foot and its behaviour 
has been the subject of much discussion. Many researchers5, 74 have found evidence 
that a shock foot is unsteady and have linked the frequency of this unsteadiness 
to upstream macro and micro boundary layer scales as well as to the influences of 
larger eddy scales of the separated zones. 24 
Three-dimensional crossing shocks interacting with a turbulent boundary layer 
at Mach 8.3 are dealt with by Narayanswami et al. 54 In this , an experiment us-
ing two opposing fins mounted on a flat plate is conducted to isolate the accuracy 
of different turbulent models. The fins have angles of 15° as shown in figure 2.5. 
The authors compared surface pressure, Pitot pressure, yaw angle and surface heat 
transfer from computations and experiments. They found that measured surface 
pressure distributions showed good agreement with computations employing two 
different turbulent models, Baldwin-Lomax & Rodi (modified K, - E). Peak pres-
sures were overestimated by 20% while a smaller downstream peak was estimated 
correctly by the Baldwin-Lomax model and overestimated by the Rodi model. This 
is demonstrated by figure 2.6; a comparison of experimental and conlputational 
pressure along the interaction centre-line. 54 The inferiority of the Rodi computation 
in estimating the second pressure peak was attributed to the fact that the Rodi 
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computation was not able to capture streamwise separation that occurred on the fin 
surfaces. 
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of experimental and computational domain from study by 
N arayanswami. 54 
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Figure 2.6: Interaction centre-line surface pressure comparison between experimen-
tal and computational results from study by N arayanswami. 54 
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There was again good agreement between experiment and conlputation< for 
Pitot pressure with the Rodi computation giving better accuracy than the Baldwin-
Lomax computation. Both computations were able to capture a low Pitot prC~~lln: 
region associated with two helical counter rotating vortices. Results for ~-Cl\\- angle _ 
defined as arctan ~ where w is the crossflow velocity and u is the streamvvise \-elocit,\-
compared well between experiments and computations. 
Surface heat transfer measurements were taken and computations were reported 
to have 'fair to poor agreement' with these experimental results. Figures 2,7 s.: 2,8 
demonstrate the comparison between experimental results for heat transfer and C0111-
putational predictions. The authors point out that the general trend for heat transfer 
as shown in figure 2.7 is followed by both computations; however discrepancies oc-
cur between 3.0 < 8: < 5.0 where the Baldwin-Lomax computation underestilllated 
the heat transfer by as much as 90%. Both computations overestimated the peak 
heat transfer. This is clearer when looking at the transverse profiles of figure 2.8. 
Heat transfer is shown here to be overestimated severely by both models. The au-
thors make the point that even though the Rodi model has two equations it has no 
observable advantage over the one equation Baldwin-Lomax model. They propose 
that the inaccuracies of both models in predicting heat transfer lnay be due to the 
assumed turbulent eddy viscosity. 
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Figure 2.8: Heat-transfer comparison between experimental and computational re-
sults at three transverse profiles. 54 
Flow field prediction by both models was quite good. Both were capable of 
capturing a low pressure jet that was produced by two weak counter rotating vor-
tices. The wave structures of both computations were also in agreement and these 
structures were found to be comparable to those at lower supersonic ::vIach numbers. 
A study into the unsteadiness of shock wave/turbulent boundary layer inter-
actions was undertaken on a compression ramp at Mach 5. 25 Here, seven different 
compression ramp models (0-, 10-, 20-, 30-, 40- & 50-deg sweep) were used to elu-
cidate the unsteady flow characteristics with different sweep angles. The authors 
point out that previous studies characterise the unsteadiness as large anlplitude. 
low frequency pressure fluctuations caused by the unsteady motion of the separa-
tion shock foot. An intermittent region is described as the region of translation of 
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the separation shock foot. This intermittent region includes the unsteady illotion of 
the separation bubble. 
Eringil et a124 explain the concept of regimes in swept compression ranlp interac-
tions and describe the main two; cylindrical and quasi-conical interaction regillles. 
A cylindrical interaction is defined as one where the upstream influence line. the 
separation line and the ramp corner line are all parallel whereas a quasi conical in-
teraction is one where these three lines emanate from the same point (virtual conical 
origin-v.c.o) in rays. The authors used time-series analysis and conditional salllpling 
with a two-threshold method boxcar conversion technique as described b~' Dolling et 
al. 21 Surface flow patterns demonstrated that at low sweep angles t he interaction is 
cylindrical but as the sweep increases the flow becomes quasi conical. R~IS pressure 
measurements indicate that the intensity of unsteadiness in the intermittent region 
decreases with increased sweep. They found that the low sweep configurations had 
high amplitude low frequency wall pressures superimposed on the low aillplitude 
high frequency turbulent pressures. As the sweep was increased the amplitude de-
creased and the frequency increased. For example, the dominant frequency in the 
unswept interaction was O.3-0.5kHz while in the 50deg sweep it was 2-7kHz. 
The intermittent region in these experiments shrank as the sweep was increased, 
while the location of the shock in the intermittency region was independent of sweep. 
Also, the shock velocity was considered independent with sweep angle with its mag-
nitude at about 3% of the freestream velocity. It must be understood that these 
interactions are not two-dimensional but become three-dimensional when separa-
tion, streamwise vorticity and other more subtle effects are considered. Studies 
into the effect of sidewall boundary layers and shocks conducted by :vlcCabe
49 
and 
others27,70 enforce this statement. 
Most recently, Williams 76 conducted centre-body/flare induced axisymmetric 
and asymnletric SWBLI's in the Imperial College Gun-tunnel at Reynolds nunl1JCr~ 
of 48million/m and a freestream Mach number of 8.9. In this study he produced 
surface pressure and heat-transfer data of an extremely high accuracy. He abo 
showed that a free-interaction occurred up to separation in the axisynllnetric flow~ 
and that the heat-transfer and pressure profile were correlated. 
Chapter 3 
Experimental Methodology 
3.1 Experimental Facility 
3.1.1 Imperial College Gun Tunnel 
Experiments were carried out in the Imperial College Gun Tunnel,56 the components 
of which can be seen in figure 3.1. The septum has two bursting diaphragms either 
side to hold the pressure difference between the barrel and driver while the pressure 
between the barrel and the nozzle is held by a Melinex disc. During a high pres-
sure run the test section is depressurised to approximately 290 Pa. The lower the 
pressure, the less probability of starting problems in the cowl-centrebody annulus. 
When the the test section is fully depressurised the driver is pressurised to 50 
MPa after which the septum is also pressurised to 50MPa. The driver is then fur-
ther pressurised up to 100MPa. This method ensures that there is never a pressure 
difference of more than 50MPa across either the septum during tunnel pressurisa-
tion. To start the tunnel run, the septum is further pressurised until the bursting 
diaphragm separating the septum and the barrel bursts. 
The bursting of the two diaphragms accelerates a free piston in the barrel (this 
action leads to the description of such a tunnel to be a gun tunnel \yhere the free 
piston represents the "bullet"). The acceleration of the piston causes a shock to 
travel down the barrel compressing the gas. When the shockwave reaches the end 
37 
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of the barrel it reflects and decelerates the piston. Wave interactions continue until 
the piston is brought to rest. Eventually the throat diaphragm bursts and the gas 
which was initially in the barrel expands through the nozzle into the test-section 
Dump 
Tank 
\ 
Optical 
Bench 
Figure 3.1: Schematic of the Imperial College Gun Thnnel and the optical layout 
from Williams. 76 
The nozzle expands the flow to a Mach number of approximately 8.9. The 
nozzle's 350 mm exit diameter creates a large diamond of highly axisymmetric flow 
that extends for 1.5m to the diffuser. During runs with high pressures and conse-
quently high Reynolds numbers, thinner boundary layers on the nozzle (than those 
assumed during the nozzle design) result in a slightly over expanded nozzle exit 
flow. This introduces a slight negative streamwise pressure gradient through the 
test section. Extensive tunnel calibrations by Zanchetta78 estimate this gradient to 
have a maximum slope of -23.4%/m at high pressure conditions. 
The total run-time of the tunnel is approximately 20 milliseconds which includes 
a ramp-up to steady test conditions, steady conditions of 5 milliseconds and a ramp-
down. During each run a combination of schlieren imaging with either pressure or 
heat-transfer measurements are recorded. 
The conditions in the test section for the three currently available run config-
urations are given in table 3.1. During the experiments described in this thesis the 
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high pressure conditions were used so that a turbulent boundary layer '\vould rapidly 
develop on the centre body model. 
Condition Moo Reoo/m * 106 T(o,oo) (0 K) p(O,oo) (JJ Pa) 
Low Pressure 8.89 7.51 1060 8.582 1 
Medi urn Pressure 8.93 12.62 1090 15.23, 
High Pressure 8.9 47.4 1150 60 I 
Table 3.1: Gun tunnel conditions. Low and medium pressure conditions are frOlll 
Zanchetta 78 while the high pressure conditions are from ~lallinson et al. 48 
3.1.2 Pressure Measurements 
Pressure measurements are taken using Kulite QC series sensors mounted in 
modules as shown in figure 3.2. These modules can then be inserted into an instru-
mented centre body section. To minimise the sensor response time, the transducers 
are located as closely as possible to the measurement location. To ensure good spa-
tial resolution the tapping diameters on the modules are as small as possible, limited 
only by the dead volume filling time. Resonances such as Helmholtz and organ pipe 
resonance occur in the cavity. The Helmholtz resonance frequency is 5kHz while the 
organ pipe frequency is typically 15kHz.78 
Each transducer operates as a Wheatstone bridge. A 10V signal is sent to the 
transducer and the output is filtered, amplified and sent to an analogue-to-digital 
converter via a data acquisition software (HYLDAA). The transducer is monitored 
and outputs recorded as a departure from a baseline pressure recorded in the test-
section using an Inficon capacitance manometer. 
During transducer calibration it is assumed that the transducer's voltage-to-
pressure relationship is linear within the operational range of the transducer. Using 
this, the voltage and pressure of the test-section are recorded at ten different lcycb 
using the Inficon manometer and the output converter. The slope of these rC:-illlt:-; 
are then calculated using linear regression. A calibration file is compiled and used 
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Figure 3.2: Pressure transducers mounted in modules from Williams. 76 
when converting recorded voltages to pressures. 
3.1.3 Heat-Transfer Measurements 
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Heat transfer measurements are taken using in-house manufactured thin film re-
sistance temperature gauges. The gauges are attached to an insulating substrate~ 
MACOR, which is machined to the required module size. MACOR's ability to pro-
vide good thermal properties and machinability make it an ideal choice for substrate. 
Holes are then drilled in the MACOR module for the heat-transfer gauge connectors 
ensuring that there is a blend radius at the top so paint flows easily inside. Enough 
coats of gold paint (usually 7) are painted onto the MACOR until the resistance 
across the paint is less than 0.5 Ohms. The module is baked for 7 hours at 8000 e 
between each coat of paint. It is important to ensure that the paint flows through 
to the back of the wiring holes so that a complete circuit can be made. A platinum 
resistor is painted on between the gold using an ultrafine paint brush until the resis-
tance measures between 50-70 ohms. Finally gold pins are inserted into the back of 
the gauges using silver loaded epoxy resin and wired up using multi-core cable. The 
manufacturing process is depicted in figure 3.3. 
Calibration of the heat-transfer gauges uses the data acquisition soft\,yare (HYL-
DAA) and a thermometer. The modularised gauges are wrapped in protecti\'c latcx 
and immersed in heated water. The temperature of the \,Yater and output \'oltagc:-; 
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Figure 3.3: Construction of a heat-transfer gauge from WilliaIns. 76 
from the gauges are recorded for a range of temperatures and a temperature coeffi-
cient is calculated using linear regression. This temperature coefficient is then used 
to convert gauge voltages to temperature. 
The temperature history recorded during a run is converted to heat-transfer 
using the method of Schultz and Jones. 69 This gives a one-dimensional heat transfer 
equation as shown in equation 3.1. The assumption of a piecewise linear distribution 
of temperature in this equation introduces noise, however this does not have an 
appreciable effect on the final results. 
(t ) = 2 y{iCk 2:~ E(ti)-E(ti-l) q n r:;; E ~=1 Jtn -ti-Jtn -ti-l V 1rrY-R a (3.1 ) 
Subsequent to investigations by Mallinson et a148 and Miller et a151 on the temper-
ature dependency of the thermal product v' pck, the modified thermal product used 
for heat-transfer calculation in this work is: 
(3.1) 
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3.1.4 Error Analysis 
Williams 76 g' t' f lves an es lmate or the worst case scenario errors in the pressure and 
heat-transfer measurement Th " s. ese were complIed uSIng manufacturer specifications 
and the analysis of Zanchetta,78 Denmanl9 and Sell. 66 
Error Source Pressure (% ) Heat-Ttansfer(%) 
Amplifier ±1 ±1 
Jitter (A-to-D conversion) ±0.2 ±0.2 
Calibration Drift ±0.1 +0.5 
Run-to-Run Error ±1 ±1 
Heat Leakage N/A +2 
Thermal Properties of Substrate N/A +4 
Total ±2.3 +8.7, -2.2 
Table 3.2: Error analysis for heat-transfer and pressure measurements froln 
Williams. 76 
3.1.5 Data Acquisition 
Currently the data-acquisition system can sample 32 channels simultaneously at 
a sampling rate of 125 kHz. Channel 1 samples measurements of the stagnation 
pressure at the nozzle throat using a Kistler piezo-electric transducer. The steady 
run range can be seen on the total pressure traces of this channel. This pressure 
signal is then used to trigger Microlink 'CH12B' analogue-to-digital converter mod-
ules for data recording and the schlieren spark source. The :vIicrolink modules have 
16 KBytes of storage capacity with a resolution of 12-bits. A second order 10\\'-
pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 50 KHz is used to avoid aliasing in the A/D 
conversIon. 
The data-acquisition system is operated through "HYLDAA:' ;76 a purpose de-
signed software that controls calibration and tunnel runs through a user-friendly 
GUI. The system allows for voltage ranges to be tweaked thus ensuring that the 
maximum sampling window is utilised. 
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3.1.6 Schlieren Imaging 
During every experimental run a schlieren image of the flow field is taken. In the 
current system, the light source is an Argon spark source with duration of O.lJ.ls with 
photos revealed by a Canon EOS 350D 8 Mega Pixel digital camera. This allows 
for recorded images to be viewed immediately so that recurrence of photographic 
errors could be minimised. Since the images were also already digital, transference 
to computer was possible without loss of detail. 
3.2 Experimental Models 
3.2.1 Centrebody 
h 1 a centrebody section, transducer inserts and Figure 3.4: Picture of bot cow s, 
heat-transfer module. 
The centrebody is a hollow cylinder 75mm in diameter. It is made up of a 
combination of sections to provide the desired length with typical total chord length 
of 800 mm. It has a sharp leading edge, with the chamfer directed internally. Fig-
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ure 3.4 shows a section of the centrebody. The test flow is the boundary layer on 
the exterior of the cylinder, seen in Fig. 3.5. Essentially~ the boundary layer is the 
"wrap around" equivalent of a flat plate flow. The weak leading edge shock is due 
to the displacement effect of the boundary layer growth at the leading edge. The 
laminar and turbulent regions of the boundary layer are also visible \yith point (c) 
representing an approximation (through visualisation) of the beginning of fully tur-
bulent flow. The cowl-shock interaction takes place far downstreanl of this position 
in a region of well-established turbulent flow. An instrumented section of the cen-
trebody allows pressure or heat transfer modules to be inserted. These are designed 
to provide fine pitch resolution for measurements. 
Points (a) and (b) are the minimum and maximum surface heat transfer on the 
centrebody surface as measured by Mallinson et al48 (see Figure 3.6). The range 
between the maximum and minimum heat transfer is the intermittent-transition 
zone as defined in the literature. Il ,65 Comparing the streamwise positions of points 
(b) and (c) provides some information on the relationship between turbulent spot 
coalescence and the point of fully turbulent flow. In this case the point of spot 
coalescence (or turbulent intermittency of 1) occurs approximately at the maximum 
heat transfer point. The estimated point of fully turbulent flow is 50 mm down-
stream of this point or 66% of the intermittent-transition range downstream. This 
is a significant distance and represents a distinct stage in the transition to turbulence 
(stage 6 in the literature): at the streamwise point where there is total spot coa-
lescence azimuthally around the centrebody and the intermittancy level is 1, a final 
stage to turbulence begins where these coalesced spots progress to a fully developed 
turbulent flow. 
3.2.2 Cowl Design 
The proposed experiments require that a geometry consisting of a hollow, axi~nll­
metric centrebody surrounded by a cowl be placed in the ~/Iach 8.9 flow. Experi-
ments with 2D axisymmetric, weakly 3D and strongly 3D flows are to be included in 
the experiment. This section describes the steps necessary to design the neC('~ScHy 
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Figure 3.5: Schlieren picture of the hollow centrebody with a leading edge bound-
ary layer induced shock, laminar boundary layer, transitional boundary layer and 
turbulent boundary layer visible. 
geometries. 
Declaration of Limits on Cowl Design 
The following are the limits proposed for the cowl design: 
• The centrebody leading edge shock does not ImpInge at or after the cowl 
leading edge. 
• The interaction between the cowl shock and the centrebody boundary layer 
occurs downstream of the cowl trailing edge for good flow visualisation. 
• The expansion fan at the cowl trailing edge does not interact with the cowl 
shock upstream of the interaction. 
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Figure 3.6: Heat-Transfer measurements along the centrebody from Mallinson et al. 
• The area ratio of the cowl leading edge to trailing edge is small enough to 
swallow the start-up shock. 
These limitations can be converted into a system of equations that can be plotted 
on a feasibility graph. The maximum area ratio of the cowl that could s\yallo\\' the 
start-up shock was calculated using a I-D model where the isentropic flow relations 
were used to calculate the area ratio necessary for the subsonic flow dO\Yllstreanl of 
the start-up shock to choke in the cowl (this area ratio was conservatively estinlated 
as 1.59). 
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Cowl Feasibility Graphs 
Inequalities can be formed based on the limits introduced in 3 2 ') T 
. . _. hese four 
equations are listed below. 
• Y2 < Xl tan!3cb + R 
• (2YI-Y2-R)( I __ l_) < (L) (l_tano) tan /3cowl tan f-L - tan f-L 
where, 
L is the length of the cowl, YI and Y2 are the vertical co-ordinates of the co\\'l 
leading edge relative to the centreline of the centrebody at axisymmetry and offset 
respectively, Xl is the streamwise coordinate of the cowl leading edge, R is the 
radius of the centrebody, !3cb is the angle of the centrebody leading edge shock to 
the horizontal, !3cowl is the angle of the cowl leading edge shock to the horizontal, f-L 
is the angle of the cowl internal (shock generating) surface to the horizontal and e 
is the angle of the forward Mach line due to the cowl trailing edge expansion wave. 
These can be plotted on a feasibility plot - see figure 3.7 for the feasibility plot 
of Cowll. In this plot the shaded area satisfies all of the above criteria. A point 
in the feasible region would correspond to a shock system as shown in figure 3.8. 
Clearly with the feasible cowl length and offset configuration there is; 
• No centrebody /leading edge shock cowl leading edge interactions. 
• Visible cowl leading edge shock around circumference of centrebody. 
• No shock/expansion wave interaction ahead of shock/boundary layer interac-
tion. 
• Swallowing of start-up shock. 
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Figure 3.7: Feasibility plot for Cowll design where the cowl leading edge is positioned 
downstream of the centrebody leading edge shock. 
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Figure 3.8: Shock system for point in feasible region of cowl and centrebody set-up. 
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3.2.3 Cowl! Design 
For the first cowl design (called Cowll) f 11 tt h d a u y a ac e axisymmetric interaction 
is desired. This condition means that a weak shock must be produced at the cowl 
leading edge. Preliminary CFD analysis showed that the boundary layer would 
remain attached if the incident shock-wave angle produced by the cowl was 100. 
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Figure 3.9: Final design of first, weak shock cowl (Courtesy of Stephen Johnson 
Aeronautical Department Technician). (Measurements in mm and 0). 
Figure 3.9 shows the design of the first cowl. The cowl length of 137 mm lies 
on the extreme far right of the feasibility region in figure 3.7. This was chosen for 
a number of reasons but most importantly because the cowl can be moved to its 
maximum offset (for 3D interactions) without shock/expansion wave interaction. It 
is important to note however that after an offset of rv 13 mm the interaction is no 
longer visible in entirety around the centrebody. Since, however. pressure probes 
and heat transfer gauges will be used in the experiment shock visibility was deemed 
less important than avoiding the influence of the expansion wave. 
Schlieren pictures of Cowll at offsets of 0 mm and 15 mm are shown in figs 3.10 
and 3.11. The start-up shocks have been swallowed even in the extreme 15 mm off-
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set case, allowing for the designed shock boundary layer interaction to develop and 
stabilise. At 0 mm offset the interaction is visible around the entire circumference 
and the cowl trailing edge expansion wave interacts with the boundary layer down-
stream of the shock. Upstream of the cowl leading edge the boundary layer is thick 
and turbulent. The cowl leading edge shock propagates downstream and emerges 
from the trailing edge at an angle of 9.5° and starts to interact with the boundary 
layer approximately 37 mm downstream of the trailing edge. The reflected shock is 
at an angle of 7° and appears to have its foot downstream of the foot of the incident 
shock, thus indicating a fully attached boundary layer. 
When the cowl is offset the incident shocks top and bottom do not interact 
with the boundary layer at the same streamwise position. This will result in the 
pressure and heat transfer traces at different azimuthal positions being offset from 
each other. 
. 3 10· S hlieren picture of the shock system produced by the cowl/centerbody FIgure . . c 
when aligned. 
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Figure 3.11: Schlieren picture of the shock system produced when the cowl is offset 
vertically upwards by 15 mm. 
3.2.4 Cow12 Design 
The Cowl2 design required that the incident shock-wave separate the boundary layer. 
This presented a few difficulties as it did not seem possible to satisfy all the criteria 
set out for cowl design, i.e. it did not seem possible to design a cowl that could 
swallow the start-up shock system and also have the cowl trailing edge expansion 
wave downstream of the interaction. This problem is illustrated in the feasibility 
plot for Cowl2 (figure 3.12). There exists no feasible region for the cowl design 
based on the constraints used. The conditions needed for the start-up shock to be 
swallowed were calculated using a one-dimensional flow model. Since the actual flow 
is not one-dimensional, nor is there only one start-up shock as assumed in the ID 
calculation, it was thought (and later verified) that the real conditions in the tunnel 
might accept a bigger leading-to-trailing edge area ratio. 
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Figure 3.12: Feasibility plot for Cowl2 design where the cowl leading edge is posi-
tioned downstream of the centrebody leading edge shock. 
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I I 
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Figure 3.13: First design of cowl used to determine best feasible cowl design (Cour-
tesy of Stephen Johnson Aeronautical Department Technician). 
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In order to evaluate the actual maximum area ratio that could swallow the 
start-up shock system a number of turbulent, viscous CFD runs were conducted. 
These showed that the flow would be choked for a cowl that was 100 mm long, 
when it had an internal angle of 10 deg. It was decided to manufacture a cowl to 
these dimensions. It could then be further machined if necessary to relieve the area 
ratio. Subsequent tunnel runs (shown through schlieren in Figure 3.14 for the no-
centrebody case) showed that the shock system was stable in the test-section. The 
centrebody was then added to the configuration gradually by increasing its axial 
length from run to run (see schlieren pictures in Figure 3.15). 
( a) Low pressure conditions (b) Medium pressure conditions 
(c) High pressure conditions 
F . 3 14· Schlieren visualisation of flow through the first design of Cowl2 with 19ure . . 
no centrebody in place. 
A short centrebody configuration allowed the start-up shock to be swallowed 
1 t bodl
·es unstarted the flow in the cowl-centrebody annulus. Con-but onger cen re 
1 th 1 gth of the cowl was shortened in various stages with associated sequent y e en 
1 t rl·fy whether the new area ratios were capable of swallowing the tunne runs 0 ve 
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startup shock. This culminated in the final design that was capable of swallowing 
the startup shock even at high offsets (Figure 3.16). 
(a) Short centrebody (b) Extended centrebody (Cowl trailing edge) 
(c) Extended centrebody (Cowl leading edge) (d) Final extension to centrebody so interac-
tion is in the turbulent boundary layer. 
Figure 3.15: Schlieren of first design of Cowl2 with centrebody of various lengths. 
Flow Development 
During the Cowl2 runs it was decided that it would be interesting to produce a set 
of schlieren pictures of the flow at different times in the run. These are shown for the 
axisymmetric Cowl2 configuration in figure 3.17. The corresponding instantaneous 
pressure along the centrebody as measured by the transducers is shown in figure 3.18. 
It was found that for both cowls and all offsets the flow was established by 10 ms 
and stayed established past 1 7 ms. This is acceptable since the steady data-logging 
window is considered to be from 12-16 ms. 
Figure 3.19 displays the surface pressure and heat transfer measured during 
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runtime for the Cowl2 axisymmetric interaction. Traces are displayed at 2 points 
in the flowfield. The first point is the undisturbed boundary layer and shows small 
fluctuations caused primarily by the turbulence in the flow. The trace in the in-
termittant region displays much larger fluctuations which will later be linked to 
expansion and contraction of the separation bubble. 
~ 
_,_ ---1- ....--1_'''"""_ -
'0-00-0- , 
(a) Final design of cowl. 
(b) Axisymmetric (c) 15 mm offset 
Figure 3.16: Final design of Cowl2 with schlieren of resulting flow fields taken at 
. t . d 15 m offset positions (Courtesy of Stephen Johnson Aeronautical 
axIsymme fIC an m 
Department Technician). 
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(a) 2 ms (b) 4 IDS 
(c) 6 ms (d) 8 IDS 
(e) 10 ms (f) 12 IDS 
Figure 3.17: Schlieren pictures of axisymmetric flow during flow starting. 
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Figure 3.18: Pressure profiles on centrebody of axisymmetric flow during flow start-
ing. (The dashed line represents the cowl trailing edge). 
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Figure 3.19: Surface pressure and Heat-transfer verses time as measured during 
an axisymmetric Cowl2 run at points in the undisturbed boundary-layer and the 
intermittant zone. 
3.2.5 Attaining Axisymmetry 
The ability to achieve a high level ofaxisymmetry with zero cowl offset is paramount 
to the objectives of this thesis. Despite numerous adjustments and fixes initially 
there existed an unacceptable asymmetry in the azimuthal pressure curves as mea-
sured on the centrebody surface. Exhaustive explorations identified the problem to 
be small scale bending in the centrebody during the run time. The acuteness of the 
cowl shock angle accounts for the magnification of this small error. To solve this, 
the cowl was offset by the amount of deflection of the centrebody (by 0.5 mm) and 
pitched (1.7 minutes) in the same direction. 
The final axisymmetric pressure curves for Cowll are shown in Fig 3.20 with a 
1 mm pitch between measurements. Data at the three azimuthal positions collapse 
approximately along one curve and can be used as a two-dimensional benchmark 
with a high degree of confidence. The accuracy of the axisymmetry found in the 
pressure curves is central to the study. Not only does it mean that small flow 
features can be identified, it more importantly means that we have an extremely 
good benchmark flow for use when looking at three-dimensional flows produced 
when offsetting the cowls. 
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Figure 3.20: Axisymmetric pressure curves on centrebody surface at three azimuthal 
positions for Cowll. 
Chapter 4 
Computational Fluid Dynamics 
The CFD code used in this project is one developed in the Imperial Aeronautics 
Department. Specifically the numerical method to be used is an axisymmetric time-
dependent Navier-Stokes solver. The code is capable of both laminar and turbulent 
solutions utilising thin shear layer theory or full N avier-Stokes models combined with 
four turbulence models, namely; algebraic Baldwin-Lomax, Baldwin-Barth, ;vIenter 
or Launder-Sharma models. The development of the code has been documented by 
many authors. 12, 33, 34, 43, 58, 59, 62, 66, 73 
4.1 CFD Code 
The in-house CFD code has been used to generate complex 2D axisymmetric, tur-
bulent solutions of the flow around the centre body / cowl geometry. The governing 
equations of the code in cylindrical coordinates are: 
au aEH aFH (FH + G H) aEv aFv (Fv + G v ) (1,1) 
-+ + + =--+--+ "± 
at ax ar r ax ar r 
The left hand side of equation 4.1 contains the time dependent set of conserved 
variables U and the set of convective flux terms denoted with subscript H· Thi~ 
subscript refers to the hyperbolic nature of the convective terms. The right hand 
side contains all the diffusive, essentially viscous, flux terms and are denoted by the 
60 
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subscript v . The sets U, E, F, and G are: 
p pu pV 0 
pu p+ pu2 pUV 0 , E H = , F H = , G H = pv pUV p+ pv2 
-p 
pe u(p + pe) v(p + pe) 0 
0 0 0 
Txx Txy 0 
, Fv = 
, G v = Txy Tyy 
-Tee 
Ev= 
-qxx + UTxx + VTxy 
-qyy + UTxy + VTyy 0 
(J.2) 
The viscous stresses and heat fluxes are represented in the viscous terms of 
equation 4.1 by Txxand qxx respectively. For laminar flows these terms are given as: 
Txx = (,\ + 2J.L) au + ~~(rv)· T = I/. (au + av) . ax r ar ' xy ,...., ar ax' 
Tyy = (,\ + 2J.L) ~v + ,\ (au + ~); Tee = (,\ + 21/.)~ + ,\ (au + av) ur ax r ,...., r ax ar 
where 
and 
3'\ + 2J.L = 0 
Pr = CpJ.L 
k 
(4.3) 
( 4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
The laminar Prandtl number, Pr, is considered constant over the experimental 
temperature and is fixed at 0.72. The viscosity however cannot be considered con-
stant over the experimental temperature. Keyes'42 (equation J.7) formula has been 
chosen over that of Sutherland72 to calculate the viscosity as it has been proven by 
Hilsenrath et a135 to be marginally more accurate at these experimental tempera-
tures. 
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1 AoT2 
J-L = --~---=-
1 + ¢ [10-~ 1 (-til 
where Ao = 1.418 * 10-6 , A = 116.4, Al = 5.0 for ~itrogen. 
4.1.1 Operator Splitting 
The convective and diffusive terms in equation 4.1 are "split" and solved indepen-
dently. Strang71 showed that for a solution composed of two split second-order 
terms to be second-order accurate, the composite time step must be synll11etrical
1 
for example of the form: 
N+I (~t) (~t) N U = Lv 2 LH (~t) Lv 2 U ( 4.8) 
The operator Lv advances the convective part of equation 4.1 by half a time 
step. The diffusive part of equation 4.1 is then advanced by one time step using 
the operator LH and finally the operator Lv advances the convective part of the 
equation by a second half time step. The symmetry of this advancement in time 
ensures that Strang's convention for second order accuracy is upheld. 
The following two section describe the treatment of the convective and diffusive 
operations separately. 
4.1.2 Convective terms 
The "split" convective terms have the form: 
r A.. ___ , 
au aEH aFH (FH + G H ) 0 
-+ + + = 
at ax ar r 
( 4.9) 
This equation can be split further and solved in two dimensions by sweeping through 
the mesh directions i and j. The two orthogonal sweeps are treated as one-dinlensional 
calculations and the solution is updated using a second order accurate time step of 
the form: 
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(--1.10) 
The operator Ls works on the axisymmetric source terms indicated by the 
overbar in equation 4.9. This solver uses a Godunov-type scheme based on the ,,'ork 
by Ben-Artzi and Falcovitz9,10 where flux terms are calculated at cell interfaces. 
Discretisation of the one dimensional problem gives the formulation: 
(U!'1+1 - U!'1) b..Xi = (E"!" 1 - E"!" 1) (tN +1 - tN) ~ ~ ~-- ~+-2 2 (--1.11) 
Equation 4.11 is first order in time when m = N but becomes second order tinle 
when m = N + ~. Spatially, however, the discretisation is first order accurate ,,·hen 
cell properties are piecewise constant or second order accurate when cell properties 
are piecewise linear. The two spatial discretisation methods illustrated in figure --1.1 
produce obvious discontinuities in flow properties at the cell interfaces. This type 
of discretisation is commonly known as a Riemann problem. The solutions to this 
problem can be formulated using an acoustic approximation; however, this only 
holds when discontinuities are small. For larger discontinuities, a second order, 
piecewise linear approach is used and the formulation is defined as a Generalised 
Riemann Problem. 
i - 1 i i + 1 i - 1 i + 1 
Figure 4.1: Piecewise constant (left) and piecewise linear (right) gradient calculation 
from. 6 
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4.1.3 Diffusive Terms 
The "split" diffusive terms have the form: 
au 
at 
aEv aFv (Fv + Gv ) 
ax + a;:- + r 
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(4.12) 
Similar to the treatment of the convective terms, viscous stresses and heat fluxes 
are evaluated at the cell interfaces. The diffusive or viscous terms can be solved us-
ing either an implicit Thin Shear Layer Approximation (TSL) or an explicit full 
N avier-Stokes solver. In a thin shear layer the pressure and diffusion lllOlnentulll 
transport mechanisms become directionally biased. Pressure gradients in the nor-
mal direction become insignificant while streamwise diffusivity becomes insignificant 
when the Navier-Stokes equations are treated in a non-dimensional order of magni-
tude analysis. Drela et a122 state that the assumption of suppressed normal pressure 
components is the weaker of the two at airfoil trailing edges and shocks. With this 
in mind the full N avier-Stokes solver was used in all calculations in this work. 
4.2 Inviscid Solver 
4.2.1 2D - Axisymmetric 
Since the cowl flow is axisymmetric and not planar, the strength of the cowl leading 
edge shock increases as the shock focus is approached. This shock focusing will 
influence the experimental pressure curves when the cowl is offset relative to the 
centrebody. The 0° azimuthal position on the centrebody will be closer to the shock 
focus and the 180° position further away when the cowl is raised. This means that 
the shock interacting with the centrebody boundary layer at the 0° position will be 
stronger than that acting at the 1800 position. While this is an important source of 
three-dimensionality in the system, it is understood and therefore it would be useful 
to filter this effect out of the offset pressure curves to highlight the existence of any 
other sources of three-dimensionality. 
A number of inviscid CFD runs were therefore completed in order to define 
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the effect of the shock length on the pressure rise through the shock system. The 
first calculation elucidated th if t f h k C • e e ec 0 s oc locuslng on the pressure rise across the 
incident shock. This was accomplished by decreasing the diameter of the centrebody 
used in the mesh. The effect of focusing can be seen in Fig. 4.2, where the static 
pressure immediately after the shock is plotted versus radius (normalised by the 
radi us of the cow I - RO). Focusing clearly results in an increase in post-shock pressure 
as the focus is approached. 
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Figure 4.2: Graph showing the effect of focusing on post incidence shock pressure. 
A further set of calculations obtained a scaling factor for the post reflected shock 
peak pressure. In this case each offset needed its own calculation. The centrebody 
radius was decreased or increased in such a way that the length of the incident 
shockwave was similar to the length of the incident shockwave when the cowl is 
offset. For instance, when the cowl is offset by 5 mm the incident shockwave on the 
top azimuthal position has its vertical distance before reflection from the centrebody 
increased by 5 mm. For this case a computation was run with the centrebody radius 
decreased by 5 mm. Fig. 4.3 presents the results of the peak pressure for each of 
the offsets. In this case the static pressure change increased as the offset increased. 
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The plot depicts pressure changes from the axisymmetric case normalised by the 
freest ream pressure. A positive offset will exist on the top azimuthal positions \\'hile 
a negative offset will exist on the bottom positions. 
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Figure 4.3: Effect of focusing on post reflected shock peak pressure on centrebody 
change from axisymmetric case for both positive and negative offsets. Results are 
from an axisymmetric computation. 
4.2.2 3D - Axisymmetry and Asymmetry 
The concept of shock-focusing can also be demonstrated using a three-dimensional 
solver with an axisymmetric and asymmetric flow. Initially, a Cartesian mesh in 
three dimensions was built for the axisymmetric flow case using the mesh from the 
2D solver rotated to create further azimuthal nodes. This was then adapted to an 
asymmetric case (cowl offset) by "grabbing" the nodes that define the cowl surface 
and displacing them by the required offset. The external and internal mesh were 
then stretched or squashed to accommodate the cowl-surface movement. A simple 
mesh routine was constructed to perform this cowl offset. The axisymmetric mesh 
is shown in figure 4.4 while the asymmetric mesh for a 15 mm offset cowl is shown 
in figure 4.5. In both figures the cowl surface is highlighted by a thick line. 
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-E 
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Figure 4.4: Axisymmetric mesh used for three-dimensional study. The thick line 
indicates the cowl surface. 
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Figure 4.5: Asymmetric mesh used for three-dimensional study with cowl offset by 
15mm. The thick line indicates the cowl surface. 
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Figure 4.6 shows the pressure ratio (Prat) contours on the x - e plane for the 
ax· t . H h . Isymme nc case. ere t e maXImum pressure ratio shown in the figure is I. \\'hen 
the cowl is offset an asymmetric pressure profile would be expected and indeed this 
is evident in figure 4.7. The maximum pressure ratio at the 00 (top) position is 9.7:3 
while at the 1800 (bottom) position it is 6.23 - demonstrating the stronger shock 
system at the top and the weaker system at the bottom. 
4.3 Turbulent Solver 
Turbulent computations have been produced using the full N avier-Stokes code, enl-
ploying the Menter50 one equation variant of the K, - E model. This model uses 
Bradshaw's13 assumption that the turbulent shear stress is proportional to turbu-
lent kinetic energy to transform the standard two equation K, - E model to a one-
equation model. Menter showed that the one equation model was more efficient 
than the two equation model and gave better results in adverse pressure gradients 
and non-equilibrium flows. 
4.3.1 Mesh Convergence of Turbulent Solutions 
Mesh convergence is an important stage in validating the accuracy of a converged 
CFD solution. Solutions to the discretised N avier /Stokes equations are sensitive to 
the discrete spatial steps, i.e. the mesh size. Boundary layers need to be resolved 
accurately in the wall-normal direction so that the subsonic regions of the boundary 
layer are treated correctly. Usually a value of y+ = 1 in the first cell of the boundary 
layer is sufficient for the boundary-layer to be resolved in the wall-normal direction. 
Separation of the boundary layer depends on the strength of the adverse pres-
sure gradient that produces it. If the streamwise mesh is too coarse the shock can be 
smeared and the resolution of the pressure gradient reduced. Thus streamwise mesh 
refinement is necessary to ensure that the shock is adequately resolved. In order 
to accurately model the cowl leading edge shock, the boundary layer Illesh on the 
centrebody was mapped onto the cowl and then squashed during nlesh conycrgence 
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studies. 
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Figure 4.6: Inviscid, axisymmetric surface pressure for three-dimensional study. Two 
values of pressure ratio are indicated. 
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Figure 4.7: Inviscid, surface pressure for three-dimensional study with cowl offset 
by 15 mm. Two values of pressure ratio are indicated. 
Mesh convergence for both cowls is illustrated in Fig. 4.8 by comparing surface 
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pressure for various stages of mesh. Here "-y" and "-x" represent refinement in the 
wall-normal and the streamwise directions respectively. Refinement in the stream-
wise direction was achieved by dividing cells into two in the area of interest. In the 
wall-normal direction the boundary layer cells were squashed instead of split. This 
meant that the cells in the inviscid region became larger , however, the maximum 
stretching factor through both meshes was 1.2. 
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(b) Mesh convergence for Cowl 2. 
. 4 8' PI t of pressure verses distance on computational centrebody surface FIgure .' 0 s 
illustrating mesh convergence for both cowls. 
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Mesh Number Refined co-ord. I-cells J-cells 
Mesh1 - 259 99 
Mesh2 x 520 200 
Mesh3 x 581 200 
Mesh4 x 717 200 
Mesh5 y 717 200 
Mesh6 x 809 200 
Mesh7 y 809 200 
Mesh8 x 970 200 
Mesh9 y 970 200 
Table 4.1: Details of the mesh convergence study for Cowll. ("-y" and "-x" represent 
refinement in the wall-normal and the streamwise directions respectively) 
Mesh Number Refined co-ord. I-cells J-cells 
Mesh1 - 520 200 
Mesh2 y 520 200 
Mesh3 x 563 200 
Mesh4 y 563 200 
Mesh5 x 601 200 
Mesh6 y 601 200 
Mesh7 x 712 200 
Mesh8 y 712 200 
Table 4.2: Details of the mesh convergence study for Cow12. ("-y" and ';-x" represent 
refinement in the wall-normal and the streamwise directions respectively) 
Fig. 4.9 shows the density profile through the boundary layer upstream of the 
cowl leading edge position (for both cowls since the boundary layer at this point 
is undisturbed). The mesh is sufficiently refined that it is capable of capturing the 
reversal in the density profile that exists near the centrebody surface. 
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Figure 4.9: Density profile in the boundary layer at a streamwise position upstream 
of the cowl. 
4.3.2 Turbulent Solutions 
Cowll 
The final mesh - after mesh convergence (see 4.3.1) - shown in figure 4.10 consists 
of 970 and 200 cells in the streamwise and wall-normal directions respectively. The 
mesh in the boundary layer (indicated in the figure) is squashed compared to the 
mesh in the inviscid region to accurately capture the lower boundary layer detail. 
There are approximately 40 wall-normal nodes in the centrebody boundary layer 
(this varies slightly with streamwise position) with 5-6 of these in the subsonic 
portion. 
The turbulence model has been set such that transition starts at 30mm and 
the flow becomes fully turbulent at 80mm downstream of the centrebody leading 
edge. The resulting heat-transfer profile through the early part of the surface flow is 
compared with experimental data from Mallinson et a148 in figure 4.11 - displaying 
excellent agreement. 
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Figure 4.10: Mesh for Cowll showing squashed mesh in the centrebody and cowl 
boundary layers. 
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Figure 4.11: Heat-transfer comparison between experiment from Mallinson et a1. 48 
and CFD through transition showing excellent agreement between the two. 
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The computational flowfield for Cowll is shown through pressure, densit\'. 
streamwise and wall-normal velocities in figures 4.12-4.15 respectively. The pres-
sure field in figure 4.12 shows the distinctive wave system of an attached SWBLl. 
The incident shockwave emanating from the cowl leading edge travels through the 
boundary layer and reflects when it reaches the sonic point. An expansion fan 
emanates from the cowl trailing edge and interacts with the reflected shockwave 
downstream of the SWBLl. 
The boundary layer can be located in the density and u-velocity velocity fields 
in figures 4.13 and 4.14. The incoming boundary layer is approximately 9.5 mm thick 
(defined when the boundary-layer velocity is 99.9% of the freest ream velocity), com-
paring well with experimental and theoretical predictions of 9.1 mm from Williams76 
but reduces by over 50% as it travels throught the interaction. The absence of sep-
aration through the interaction is verified by the absence of a recirculation region 
in the velocity fields of figures 4.14 and 4.15. 
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Figure 4.14: V-velocity flowfield for Cowll - displaying the boundary layer. No 
circulation region exists, proving the boundary layer is always attached. 
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Since the experiments in the hypersonic gun-tunnel were intended to collect 
pressure and heat-transfer measurements on the centrebody surface, the surface 
profiles of these are plotted in figures 4.16 and 4.17. 
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Figure 4.16: Computed surface pressure on centrebody for Cowll. 
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Figure 4.17: Computed surface Heat-transfer on centrebody for Cowll. 
4.3.3 Cowl 2 
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Cowl2 was designed with an internal angle of 10° so that the incident shock-wave 
from its leading edge would be strong enough to separate the boundary layer to a 
sufficiently large scale that well-resolved measurements could be made. The state of 
the separation region was found to be very sensitive to mesh size (see 4.3.1) and the 
refinement of the final mesh (712 * 200 nodes), shown in figure 4.18 reflects this. As 
with Cowll, transition in the turbulence model starts at x = 30 mm and the flow 
becomes fully turbulent at 80 mm downstream of the centrebody leading edge. 
The existence of a separation region is obvious in the pressure, density and 
velocity flowfields of figures 4.19 - 4.22. The separation and reattachment shocks 
that are generated fore and aft of a separation bubble can be seen in the pressure 
and density fields of figures 4.19 and 4.20 while the circulation bubble can be seen 
in the velocity fields of figures 4.21 - 4.22. 
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Figure 4.18: Mesh for Cow12. 
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Figure 4.19: Half pressure flowfield for Cow12. 
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Figure 4.21: Half u-velocity flowfield for Cowl2. 
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The surface pressure and heat-transfer profiles along the centrebody are shown 
in figures 4.23 and 4.24 respectively. The pressure profile displays a characteris-
tic pressure plateau between the separation and re-attachment points. The heat-
transfer profile displays a very small heat-transfer plateau and a very sharp peak 
after reattachment. 
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Figure 4.22: Half v-velocity flowfield for Cow12. 
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Figure 4.23: Computed surface pressure on the centrebody for Cow12. 
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Figure 4.24: Computed surface heat-transfer on the centrebody for Cowl2. 
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Since schlieren pictures of the experimental flowfields will be recorded, it would be 
useful to compare these pictures with the CFD flowfield. In order to do this the 
CFD density flowfield can be turned into a schlieren representation. 
4.4.1 Description of Calculation 
Experimentally, the total deflection of a light ray is the integrated effect of the 
passage of the light ray through the total transverse extent of the test section flow. 
Computationally, since the flow is assumed axisymmetric, a similar integration may 
be performed analytically in the spirit of the schematic of figure 4.25. This provides 
the best basis for comparison of experimental and computational schlieren. 
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Figure 4.25: Schematic for calculation of light deflection due to axisymmetric CFD 
fiowfield. 
To set up the domain for the schlieren representation, the 2D mesh under 
consideration is rotated around the x-axis such that there is an azimuthal mesh 
position from 00 - 1800 for each vertical node (j-node) in the 2D mesh as shown in 
figure 4.25. This domain is then mirrored through the vertical axis to construct the 
1800 - 3600 domain. 
The radial density gradient at each of the 2D nodes is calculated using a central 
difference scheme (see equation 4.13). 
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(6P)j = Pj+l - Pj-l 
6r rj+l - rj-l (4.13) 
The angular deflection of a light ray, Ex, that travels through a density gradient 
is given in equation 4.14 where n is the refractive index of the medium and k is the 
Gladstone-Dale coefficient and 6x is the distance the light ray passes orthogonally 
through the density gradient. The actual deflection of a light path over distance L 
is given in equation 4.15 
Ex = 6x k 6p 
n 6y 
lpd = Ltan Ex 
where lpd is the light path deflection. 
(4.1-1) 
(4.15) 
Since the flowfields in question are symmetric about the y axis, the angular 
deflection of a light beam at point 1 on figure 4.25 is equal in magnitude but opposite 
in sign to that at point l' (since the light ray sees a reversed density gradient of the 
same magnitude). Thus the light ray will be deflected at point l' so that it is again 
parallel to the horizontal axis and the distance, L, that the light ray is deflected over 
is the distance between 1 and 1'. 
Since the maximum deflection of a light ray through the flowfields in question is 
two orders of magnitude less than the minimum cell size, the deflection of the light 
ray from node to node need not be considered until the various light deflections at 
each node are summed. 
Equations 4.13 - 4.15 can be implemented into the domain of the transformed 
2D mesh shown in figure 4.25 by rewriting them as equation 4.16. 
( 4.16) 
This equation can be used to calculate the schlieren representation for the 2 
axisymmetric flowfields in this thesis. 
Chapter 5 
Axisymmetric Shock-Wave / 
Boundary-Layer Interactions 
5.1 Introduction 
The reality of most flows, whether high or low speed, is that the two-dimensional 
state is rare. Even for nominally two-dimensional configurations, three-dimensional 
influences creep in through the effect of sidewall constraints, tip flows etc. A long 
term objective of hypersonics research in the Aeronautics Department of Imperial 
College is to develop a controlled study of the behaviour of three-dimensional hyper-
sonic flows, by which is meant that the three-dimensionality is completely managed 
by the design of the experiment. This is part of a more general programme in the 
development of benchmark flows,32 intended to explore basic flow physics and to 
provide well defined CFD test cases. 
The first step in creating a benchmark set of three-dimensional SWBLI's is the 
generation of a reference flow with the highest possible two-dimensionality. Three-
dimensional studies are then designed by disturbing this reference flow in a controlled 
manner. The ideal candidate for two-dimensional flows is an axisymmetric config-
uration. Firstly, it is not contaminated by the sidewall, or end-constraint effects 
that influence planar configurations. Secondly, most high speed tunnels employ ax-
isymmetric nozzles , as does the existing facility at Imperial College. Such nozzles 
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often produce flows with slight axial gradients - hence also flow angularit\· - although 
axisymmetry of the nozzle flow is maintained to a high quality so that the resultant 
tests on bodies of revolution will also be axisymmetric. Tested with a planar model. 
however, flow-angularity would cause unwanted 3D effects. 
In this experiment the pre-interaction flow is produced by a circular section 
cylinder (centre-body) aligned with the freestream. The shock-wave is produced b~' 
a concentric cowl so that the shock radiates onto the test boundary layer. T\\'o cowls 
were designed so that both attached and separated SWBLI's could be investigated. 
The first cowl (Cowll) produced a shock-wave of sufficient weakness that the centre-
body boundary layer remained attached throughout the SWBLI while the strength 
of the shock-wave emanating from the second cowl (CowI2) separated the bOllndar~' 
layer during the interaction l . 
Use of an axisymmetric configuration cannot, by itself, guarantee two-dimensionality. 
especially once flow separation is involved. A strong, fixed trailing vortex s~'stenl ~ 
Taylor-Gortler-type vortices - has been shown to form downstream of an axisym-
metric rearward-facing step in a supersonic flow64 and it is believed that cellular 
Taylor-Gortler systems can also form in high speed cavity flows. 40 They have also 
been noted in the form of surface streaks in thermal visualisation of the flow reat-
taching downstream of a wedge-induced separation. Nevertheless, these features are 
fundamental aspects of the flow physics, rather than a coincidental and uncontrolled 
consequence of side constraints. Indeed, the axisymmetric configuration would ac-
tually enable these phenomena to be investigated more precisely. 
The results in this axisymmetric study of both attached and separated SWBLI's 
are summarised in figures 5.1 and 5.2 respectively. In both figures, the highly axisym-
metric nature of the constructed experimental flow fields is demonstrated visually 
through schlieren pictures and surface pressure and heat-transfer measurements. 
The schlieren pictures provide qualitative evidence that the flow fields at the 0° 
(top) and 180° (bottom) azimuthal position are the same and that the flow is in-
deed axisymmetric. Further evidence that both the attached and separated flow 
lwhen the cowl and centre-body are co-aligned 
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fields are axisymmetric is provided by the surface measurements which are taken at 
three azimuthal positions. In all of the graphs the data collapse with very little scat-
ter. Figure 5.2 also shows an oil-flow visualisation of the axisymllletric, separated 
flow field taken from chapter 7. This shows an axisymmetric pattern of striations 
occurring downstream of the separation bubble which will, later in this thesis. be 
attributed to Gortler-type vortices. 
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Figure 5.1: Schlieren picture of axisymmetric, attached SWBLI with below, surface 
pressure and heat-transfer profiles taken at three azimuthal positions. 
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5.2 Surface Measurements of Attached Axisym-
metric Interactions 
The objective of the axisymmetric study is to create benchmark flows to be used 
as databases for further studies, be they experimental or computational. A logical 
first step would be to create a flow that remains attached throughout the SWBLl. 
Since the experimental study undertaken here is accurate to the extent that rv3mnl 
size features in the flow can be captured confidently, it is possible to isolate which 
features are ascribed to general attached SWBLl's before studying the more complex 
topologies of separated SWBLl's. 
The response of the boundary layer to the incident shockwave is shown in 
schematic in figure 5.3, illustrating the important features of an attached SWBLl. 
As the incident shock-wave interacts with the boundary layer an upstream influence 
is generated through the subsonic portion of the boundary layer. This thickens 
the subsonic portion of the boundary layer. The incident shock-wave reflects from 
the sonic line of the boundary layer to form the reflected shock-wave. For a cowl 
generated SWBLl , an expansion fan emanating from the trailing edge of the cowl re-
expands the flow. For these experiments, re-expansion of the flow has been designed 
to occur downstream of the SWBLI. 
Incident 
.......... :....---Shock -Wave (51 ) 
Reflected 
Shock-Wave (S2) 
Figure 5.3: Schematic of an attached shock-wave / boundary layer interaction. 
CFD and experimentation are notoriously poorly aligned in turbulent flows. 
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mainly in respect to thermodynamic properties such as heat-transfer2. It is impor-
tant to realise the ability of a given code (including turbulence routine) in modelling 
the aerothermodynamic properties of a flow. Comparisons with accurate experimen-
tal results is the ideal method of CFD evaluation and consequently, an evaluation 
of the CFD code described in section 4.1 with an attached flow SWBLI will allow 
us to make judgements on the validity of the computational results. 
5.2.1 Pressure Measurements 
Surface pressure measurements were taken at three azimuthal angles (namely 0°,90° 
and 180°) using the methodology described in section 3.1.2. An attached SWBLI was 
produced using the Cowll geometry (as the shock generator) and the centre-body 
(as the boundary layer surface) and shown in figure 5.4. 
Figure 5.4: Schlieren picture of Cowll axisymmetric interaction displaying the 
cowl/centre body configuration and the resulting wave/boundary layer interaction. 
2Inviscid properties such as static pressure are usually satisfactorily resolved in attached bound-
ary layers. Generally these flows can be attributed with a zero normal pressure gradient and hence 
are insensitive to the computational method of satisfying turbulence. 
I 
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Figure 5.5 is a plot of the surface pressure data measured at the three angles 
of azimuth and at very small increments in streamwise pitch (rv Imm). The data 
recorded collapse with low scatter demonstrating the high level ofaxisynlmetry 
attained during the experiment. The accuracy of this data is fundamental to the 
objectives of the experiments and assures a confidence in the results of future three-
dimensional studies. 
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Figure 5.5: Axisymmetric pressure curves on centre-body surface at three azimuthal 
positions and with streamwise pitch of Imm. The incident shockwave is produced 
by Cowll so that an attached SWBLI is achieved. 
The curve itself is the result of three fundamental waves; an incident shock-
wave, a reflected shock-wave and an expansion wave. The pressure in the upstream 
region is slightly increasing with distance (not visible on the figure) due to the 
viscous-inviscid interaction between the boundary layer and the freestream. 
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5.2.2 Heat-transfer Measurements 
The general shape of the experimental heat-transfer curves (shown in figure 5.6) are 
similar to those of pressure but with some extra interesting features. At 37.5 mnl 
on the x-axis of figure 5.6 the heat-transfer measurements exhibit a small trough. 
The lack of scatter in the experimental data coupled with the level ofaxisYlllllletry 
attained means that this trough cannot be confused with experimental error and is 
an undeniable flow feature. It can be attributed to the strong inertial response of the 
boundary layer to the large pressure gradient caused by the impinging shockwave. 
The formation of this type of trough is explained in detail in section 5.4.1 and will 
be called a Type-l Trough but is essentially driven by the two timescales of inertial 
response and viscous diffusivity. 
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A second (and much larger) trough in heat-transfer exists in the peak-pressure 
region (80mm - 100mm on the x-axis). The contour of the trough is followed by 
all three azimuthal profiles and the scatter throughout the trough is low. Ahead of 
the trough (65mm - 80mm) there is evidence of of two more small troughs but it 
is impossible to conclusively say that these exist and are not merely due to scatter. 
however, the large trough at the peak is undoubtedly a significant flow feature. This 
trough is also discussed in more detail in section 5.4.2 but is possibly related to the 
pre-interaction trough seen at 37.5mm. This trough had been forced by the near 
wall flow's inertial response to a downstream adverse pressure gradient but at 100 
mm a downstream favourable pressure gradients can - by the same arguments -
produce a heat-transfer peak. 
For completeness, the two trough regions are replotted with error bars (from 
table 3.2) in figure 5.7. In both cases the scatter in the data is less than the estimated 
error. Also, neither trough can be explained by experimental error since the size of 
the troughs is greater than the error bands. This provides fuller evidence that the 
trough regions are indeed phenomena of the flow and not of experimental error. 
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Figure 5.7: Surface Heat-transfer with error bars in trough regions. 
The final feature of interest is the dog-leg located at rv45mm on the x-axis, 
which is formed through a change in the reflection wave system. Initially the in-
teraction creates a strong pressure gradient but this relaxes at about 45 mm down-
stream of the cowl trailing edge. At the interface of these two gradients a slight 
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over-peaking of heat-transfer would be expected due to thermal production through 
the action of mixing. Over-peaking of heat-transfer is described in more detail later 
but it creates the dog-leg when superimposed on the interface of the two gradients. 
5.2.3 Pressure and Heat-Transfer Transformation 
There exist analytical models to describe the relationship between pressure and 
heat-transfer7,17 in high Reynolds Number flows which use the Reynolds analogy 
and the Crocco relation. Equation 5.1 describes the relationship between surface 
pressure and heat-transfer given by Coleman et al. 17 where P is the local pressure 
ratio transformed into an approximation of the local heat-transfer ratio. In figure 5.8 
the equation is applied to the surface pressure and heat-transfer profiles from the 
axisymmtric SWBLI (figures 5.5 and 5.6) and it holds consistently through most of 
the attached interaction but breaks down in the trough regions. 
The equation assumes that the pressure gradient only effects the energy thick-
ness and not the shape of the velocity profile. This explains the break down in the 
trough regions since these regions are dominated by inertial response and do not 
evolve in a self similar manner. This assumption must also break down in separated 
regions and this will be shown to be true in section 5.6.2. The accuracy of eq 5.1 
implies that the energy thickness dominates the changes in heat-transfer through 
most of a SWBLI. 
p _ (6prat + 1) [M!Prat(Prat + 6)]0.65 (5.1) 
- Prat + 6 [(6Prat + l)M~ - 5(P;at - 1)]0.15[M~(6Prat + 1)]0.5 
In this equation Prat is the local pressure value normalised by the pre-interaction 
conditions. Once one of the profiles (heat-transfer or pressure) and the upstream 
conditions are known, the other can be approximated using the transformation. 
It was pointed out previously that one of the most evident features of CFD 
modelling of turbulent flows is its ability to predict the surface pressure of attached 
flows and its relative inability to do the same for heat-transfer. 5.J, 79 This means that 
equation 5.1 is an important indication of the expected surface heat-transfer due to 
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a computational surface pressure profile (provided the flow satisfies the assumptions 
of the theory). This will be explored in more detail in section 5.5.3 when the 
computationally predicted heat-transfer profile is compared to that predicted by 
equation 5.1. 
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equation 5.1. 17 The y-axis represents the magnitude of the transformed data (which 
is identical to the local heat transfer normalised by the upstream heat transfer). 
Specific points are labelled for future discussion. 
5.3 Two-Layer Vorticity Generation 
In the next section troughs in the heat-transfer profile are discussed. In order to 
adequately explain the origin of these troughs a representation of the boundary layer 
as a two layer flow is introduced and the various vorticity generation nlechanisnls 
in both is derived. The first layer is the low momentum region next to the solid 
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diffusive timescale. 
surface with the second layer comprising the rest of the boundary layer. The two 
layers are shown in Figure 5.9 along with the equations that describe the vorticity 
added to the layers over two timescales tl and t2 which are the inertial and diffusive 
timescales respectively. These equations are derived in appendix A. 
When a boundary layer travels through a weak pressure gradient it responds in 
a self similar manner. The decrease in the edge velocity is matched by a thinning 
of the boundary layer. In effect, the inertial and diffusive timescales are of the 
same order. However, very strong pressure gradients increase the inertial timescale 
while the diffusive timescale remains effectively unchanged. In the derivations of 
the vorticity equations it was assumed that the pressure gradients are such that 
the inertial timescale is at least an order of magnitude greater than the diffusive 
timescales. An order of magnitude analysis for the two timescales and the thickness 
of the two layers is presented in appendix B. 
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5.4 Heat-transfer Troughs 
The derivation of vorticity generated in a two-layer model of the boundary layer can 
be used to explain the possible causes of local troughs found in heat-transfer profiles. 
There are two types of troughs found in these experiments, one is the pre-interaction 
trough and the other is a trough at the peak. The possible cause of these troughs 
is explained here. 
5.4.1 Pre-Interaction Trough - Type-l Trough/Peak 
Pre-interaction troughs in heat-transfer profiles due to SWBLl's have been noticed 
by many authors for laminar flows and have been attributed to the inertial response 
of the boundary layer to the sudden imposition of a large adverse pressure gradi-
ents. The existence of these troughs in turbulent flows has not been previously noted. 
Scatter in experimental data in turbulent flow and the difficulty in accurately mod-
elling computational turbulence has made it difficult to get the resolution necessary 
to capture this small phenomenon. However, the experimental data in figure 5.6 is 
of such resolution that the trough is clearly visible ahead of the heat-transfer rise 
through the interaction. 
Using the interpretation of vorticity layers and timescales in section 5.3 the 
appearance of the trough can be explained. At the streamwise position where the 
incoming boundary layer begins to experience the effect of the adverse pressure gra-
dient, the surface heat-transfer is governed by the response of Layer 1 at timescales 
of tl. At these scales positive vorticity is diffused into the boundary layer reducing 
the magnitude of the vorticity in Layer 1 (since the existing vorticity is negative). 
This reduces the skin friction and hence, using the Reynolds Analogy the surface 
heat-transfer. This explains the drop in the pre-interaction heat-transfer. As the 
timescale increases and diffusive timescales are reached the vorticity produced in 
Layer 2 diffuses into Layer 1 raising the surface skin friction and thus heat-transfer 
and the trough disappears. 
Although not previously identified, a Type-l Peak - similar in mechanislll to a 
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Type-l Trough - can be implied by the previous arguments but is instead forced by 
a downstream expansion instead of a compression. The effect of the expansion on 
Layer 1 would result in a peak if the gradient of the expansion was sufficiently large. 
5.4.2 Peak Trough - Type-2 Trough 
At the heat-transfer peak in figure 5.6 there exists a trough. This trough is not a 
direct response to the pressure field as the pressure profile in figure 5.5 is fiat at the 
peak indicating a lack of a pressure gradient. It can be understood as an overpeak in 
heat-transfer followed by a Type-l Peak as in Figure 5.10. The overpeak is generated 
by the mixing processes in the boundary layer. Vorticity generated in the boundary 
layer by the reflection process continues to mix after the pressure gradient goes to 
zero at the peak because, as explained earlier, diffusive timescales are longer than 
inertial timescales. This mixing elevates the skin friction and hence heat-transfer at 
the surface. When vorticity has mixed throughout the boundary layer the thermal 
gradients generated by mixing at the surface diffuse out into the boundary layer, 
reducing the surface heat-transfer. A type-l Peak generated by the cowl trailing 
edge expansion wave pressure gradient raises the level of the heat-transfer in Layer 
1 before diffusion between the two layers finally drops the heat-transfer, completing 
the apparent trough region. 
5.5 CFD and Experimental Comparison for Cowll 
Flowfield 
Turbulent flow computations including a mesh convergence study were conducted 
for the Cowll flow field using the code described in section 4.1. 
Surface heat-transfer and pressure can be extracted from the computational re-
sults and compared with those from the experimental study. The schlieren pictures 
taken during the experimental runtime can also be compared to the computational 
flowfield after it has been transformed from a density field to a schlieren represen-
tation. 
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of a heat-transfer and pressure curve with elements of the 
Type-2 Trough labelled. 
5.5.1 Schlieren Results 
Schlieren allows the entire CFD flowfield to be qualitatively compared with exper-
iments. A simple transformation of the CFD density flowfield into computational 
schlieren (see section 4.4) allows a direct comparison with schlieren as in figure 5.1l. 
Both CFD and experimental flowfields match each other visually, indicating that 
the inviscid flow field at least is captured accurately by CFD. 
The important angle of the incident shockwave and hence the impingement 
point and more importantly the strength of the interaction have been accurately 
modelled by the CFD. The reflected shockwave is accurately captured indicating 
that the experimental boundary layer profiles have been generally captured by the 
CFD since it is the reattachment process of the boundary layer that generates this 
shock system. 
I 
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Figure 5.11: Schlieren picture of axisymmetric SWBLI produced by Cowl! taken 
during run-time compared with computational schlieren representation. 0 mm refers 
to the streamwise position of the cowl trailing edge. 
Points are labelled on the figure which match those in figure 5.S. At point 
(2), where the strongest pressure gradient exists, the schlieren and CFD show that 
the reflected shock wave is forming and beginning to turn the flow back parallel to 
the surface. The boundary layer thins due to the pressure gradient set up by the 
reflection process until point (3) and then stays at the same thickness until point 
(5) at which point the cowl trailing edge expansion wave begins to expand the flow 
and the thickness of the boundary layer increases. Point (4) is the centre of the 
Type-2 trough in the heat-transfer profile. The heat-transfer between point (3) and 
(4) continues to rise even though the boundary layer thickness has stabilised, this 
agrees with the idea that in this region vorticity gradients set-up by the pressure 
rise are diffusing inside the boundary layer. The drop in the heat- transfer at point 
(4) can then be attributed with the diffusion of temperature gradients set-up by 
the mixing of vorticity. The rise between point (4) and (5) is still in the region of 
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constant boundary layer thickness and so can be attributed to a Type-1 Peak (see 
section 5.4.1). 
5.5.2 Pressure 
The surface pressure calculated using CFD is compared with the experimental results 
in figure 5.12. Qualitatively the two compare well with similar slopes throughout the 
interaction. The incoming boundary layer pressure as calculated by CFD is slightly 
larger than that found in experimentation. The upstream effect of the interaction 
is slightly stronger in the case of CFD leading to the conclusion that the CFD is 
not precisely modelling the subsonic portion of the boundary layer and hence should 
give incorrect predictions of skin-friction and heat-transfer. 
Normalising by the incoming static pressure will ascertain the accuracy of the 
CFD in predicting the pressure ratio through the interaction. This is shown in 
figure 5.13. Normalisation does not alter the difference in the upstream influence of 
the pressure but it does show that CFD underestimates the pressure ratio through 
the interaction by approximately 10%. 
These comparisons demonstrate that the CFD is capable of quite accurate 
quantitative estimations of the pressure field. Since the flow remains attached (in 
both experiments and CFD) the surface pressure can be largely attributed to the 
inviscid flowfield with the viscous boundary layer serving to spread out the pressure 
gradients upstream through its subsonic portion. Thus even a moderately resolved 
time-averaged turbulent boundary layer would be sufficient to capture the dominant 
features of the surface pressure field. At this point it should be remembered that 
the mesh in the cowl boundary layer and at its leading edge needed to be properly 
resolved to generate the incident shockwave accurately. 
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of surface pressure calculated by CFD and measured 
through experimentation. 
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of pressure-ratio calculated by CFD and measured through 
experimentation. 
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5.5.3 Heat-transfer 
The real test of the accuracy of CFD results is a comparison of a strongly viscous-
dependent property, in this case surface heat-transfer as shown in figure 5.1--1. In 
this figure the CFD has problems modelling the heat-transfer through parts of the 
interaction. As with pressure, the incoming levels of heat-transfer and the peak heat-
transfer are higher in the CFD. The heat-transfer at the dog-leg region (annotated in 
the figure) is over-estimated in computations by a factor of two. This overestimation 
is carried through the rest of the interaction until after the peak region where the 
expansion wave compensates for it and the two profiles converge. Aside from the 
over prediction of heat-transfer at the dog-leg region there is qualitative agreement 
between the two profiles. It seems probable that without the over prediction, the 
two profiles would quantitatively agree. This indicates a need to isolate the reason 
for the over-prediction as it could be the "fix" needed to allow for very accurate 
CFD estimations of attached interactions. 
Normalising by the incoming heat-transfer as in figure 5.15 shows how the 
CFD calculated heat-transfer ratio is overestimated. The peak heat-transfer ratio 
in both cases is comparable but considering that the surface pressure was lower in the 
case of the CFD, this implies an overestimation of heat-transfer for the associated 
pressure field based on equation 5.l. In section 5.2.3, Coleman's transformation 
between pressure and heat-transfer was shown to be applicable for the current tunnel 
conditions. This is applied to the computational results of surface pressure and 
compared with the experimental heat-transfer in figure 5.16. The comparison is 
significantly better than that in figure 5.15. The two profiles in figure 5.16 only 
disagree in the trough regions; a known limitation of the transformation. This 
means that for some cases (difficult to generalise), computational surface pressure 
in a turbulent flow, when transformed using equation 5.1, is a better prediction of 
heat-transfer than computations using the Menter model. 
Returning to the trough regions discussed previously, this discussion has so far 
ignored the inconsistencies between CFD and experiment. The ~lenter model does 
not capture the troughs to any degree. This would identify a lacking in the model's 
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approach in these regions. As previously discussed, these regions are believed to be 
driven by inertial responses of the near-wall region. The author found that a larninar 
computation using this code captured the trough 1 region even with a coarse nlesh. 
This would seem to indicate that any discrepancies exist in the implementation of 
turbulence viscosity. 
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Figure 5.16: Comparison between experimental heat transfer ratio and transformed 
computational surface pressure (using equation 5.117 ). 
5.6 Surface Measurements of Separated Axisym-
metric Interactions 
Turbulent boundary layers have higher shape factors than laminar boundary layers 
because the larger scale eddies tend to mix out gradients in the flow. This gives 
the turbulent boundary layer a greater resistance to separation, but, at a finite 
pressure gradient the boundary layer will eventually separate, producing a bubble 
of recirculating flow around which the boundary layer navigates. 
Cowl2 was designed using CFD to have an internal angle of 10 degrees, so that 
the resulting shock angle would be sufficient to separate the boundary layer. The 
resulting flowfield can be seen through schlieren visualisation in figure 5.17. This 
shows a strong incident shock wave separating a turbulent boundary layer. The 
separation is clearly evident by the existence of a large separation bubble positioned 
just downstream of the cowl trailing edge. Also visible are the separation and 
reattachment shocks fore and aft of the bubble respectively. 
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Figure 5.17: Schlieren picture of Cowl2 concentrically aligned with the centrebody. 
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Figure 5.18: Schematic of a separated shock-wave / boundary-layer interaction. 
A physical interpretation of a separated SWBLI is shown in figure 5.18. Here the 
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separation shockwave is shown upstream of the separation bubble. After separation 
the momentum of the separated boundary layer increases through turbulent diffusion 
with the freestream until it is capable of overcoming the pressure gradient caused 
by the shock-shock interaction and the subsequent reattachment shock system. The 
length scale of the interaction up to the shock-shock interaction for a given boundary 
layer profile depends on the angle of the separation shock and the inviscid pressure 
rise through the interaction. After the shock-shock interaction the flow is turned so 
that it is again parallel to the bottom surface. The incident shock passes through 
the boundary layer after the shock-shock interaction. The shear gradient in the 
boundary layer means that the incident shock-wave will be turned by greater angles 
as the shock-wave penetrates further into it. The incident shock is reflected as 
an expansion wave by the boundary layer thus turning the entire boundary layer 
and the freestream towards the surface. This is the reattachment process which 
completes when the boundary layer returns to the surface and turns parallel to the 
surface creating a series of compression-waves that coalesce to form the reattachment 
shock-wave. 
5.6.1 Pressure Measurements 
As with the SWBLI generated by Cowll, centrebody surface pressure measure-
ments were taken through the SWBLI generated by Cowl2 at three azimuthal points 
(namely 0°, 90° and 180°). The ensembled surface pressure profiles shown in fig-
ure 5.19 describe an extremely accurate axisymmetric flow. Not only have extremely 
accurate benchmark axisymmetric flows been established for attached, turbulent 
SWBLI's but now also for separated, turbulent SWBLI's. 
The flow can be split up into 5 main parts namely: upstream, separation, 
plateau, reattachment and expansion. The separation region is the portion of the 
flow that is influenced by the separation shock. This shock will have a small but 
finite upstream influence that depends on the size of the subsonic portion of the 
boundary layer. This will allow the lower supersonic (Mach 1 rv Mach 1.6) portions 
of the boundary layer to gradually turn creating a continuous compression fan \yhich 
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eventually coalesces to form a separation shock wave. The angle of the separation 
shock is determined by the turning angle of the separating boundary layer \\"hich is 
in turn determined by the size of the separation bubble. 
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Figure 5.19: Axisymmetric pressure curves on centrebody surface at three azimuthal 
positions. The incident shockwave is produced by Cowl2 and generates a separated 
SWBLI. 
The plateau is the nearly constant pressure region found between separation 
and reattachment and is indicative of the low velocities of the recirculating flow in 
the separation bubble. The plateau of a pressure profile is slightly increasing in the 
streamwise direction (while the plateau of a heat-transfer profile slightly decreases). 
The reattachment region consists of a continuous compression due to the turning 
of the boundary layer that coalesces as a shock wave downstream. Finally the 
expansion region is formed by the cowl trailing edge expansion fan. 
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5.6.2 Heat-transfer Measurements 
Surface heat-transfer profiles through the separated SWBLI created by Cowl2~ taken 
at azimuthal positions of 00 , 900 and 1800 and at a streamwise pitch of l.5 nlnl are 
shown in figure 5.20. The heat transfer profiles show a high degree ofaxisYlllllletry 
although there is a small spread in the profile at the separation shock region and 
downstream of the plateau region (from rv40mm onwards). The occurrence of spread 
in axisymmetric flows can be due to experimental error or error in data reduction 
but this is unlikely here as most of the profiles do not display this spread. Possibl~', 
the 5ms steady window is not large enough to properly average the fluctuations in 
heat transfer in the separation shock region. 
The spread of the data is very low through the heat-transfer plateau but at 
a streamwise point of approximately 40 mm downstream of the cowl trailing edge 
the spread starts to increase significantly and continues to increase right up to the 
heat-transfer peak. Originally the data spread in this region had been attributed 
to the aforementioned problems with taking accurate data but more recent oil-
visualisations (which will be presented in chapter 7) have qualified the reason for 
the spread. Surface striations probably caused by a centrifugal instability called 
the Gortler instability have been isolated by oil-flow visualisations. These striations 
start at streamwise position of rv 40 mm and continue to spread until rv 60 mm 
downstream of the cowl trailing edge (see figure 7.26). The beginning and spread 
of the striations is consistent with the scatter in the heat-transfer. Since the heat-
transfer profiles are taken at different azimuthal positions and at different times they 
would not be expected to be at the same point in the wavelength of a Gortler cell 
and so would not have the same heat-transfer. In fact the spread in the heat-transfer 
profiles is a direct indication of the spread of the size of the Gortler vortices. This 
will be discussed in more depth in chapter 7. 
The shape of the heat transfer profile displays similar features to that of pres-
sure with the noticeable rise due to separation, the heat transfer plateau (slightly 
dropping as opposed to pressure which slightly rises) followed by the rise through 
reattachment and ending with the drop due to the cowl trailing edge expansion. 
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Many authors16,31,46,57 have postulated that the separation point exists at the peak 
in the heat transfer ahead of the plateau region or at a knee in the heat-transfer pro-
file (both of which amount to the same thing). The results here agree ·with this as it 
will be shown in section 5.6.3 that this point corresponds with separation predicted 
by a pressure/heat-transfer transformation and oil-flow visualisations. 
At the peak of the profile there does seem to exist a trough which is analogous 
to the trough seen in the peak of an attached interaction53 which was linked to a 
Type-2 trough in section 5.4.2. 
Overall,these axisymmetric profiles combined with those of pressure for Cow12 
and pressure and heat-transfer for Cowll are of the highest quality and together 
establish an excellent set of benchmark data for axisymmetric, turbulent shock-wave 
/ boundary layer interactions. 
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5.6.3 Transformation between Pressure and Heat-Transfer 
If the relationship between pressure and heat-transfer described by equation 5.1 and 
formulated by Coleman et al17 is used for the separated interaction as in figure 5.21 
there is very good agreement outside of the trough areas and the separated region. 
It is tempting to consider the breakdown in the separated region to be an indication 
of the location of the separation and reattachment points. The relationship at 
any point depends on the properties of the boundary layer before the interaction 
but there is a second boundary layer in the separation bubble which has its own 
initial properties. Hence the relationship can only be considered before and after 
reattachment and the region of disagreement could indicate separation. 
In chapter 7 an oil-flow analysis is used to estimate the reattachment points of 
the axisymmetric interaction. There, it will be shown that there is a 1% error be-
tween the reattachment point predicted by oil-flow visualisations and that predicted 
using equation 5.1. An intuitive argument can be made that the transformation 
does give a very accurate indication of reattachment and so should do the same 
for separation. It will be assumed that this argument is strong enough to be held 
throughout the remainder of this thesis. Further details of the oil-flow visualisation 
will be given in chapter 7. 
5.7 Free-Interactions 
The notion of a free interaction has been used since Chapman et al. 15 noticed that 
for some separated flows, parts of the surface pressure curve - up to and through the 
separation region - were identical regardless of the strength of the incident shock. 
This situation is called a free interaction. Chapman documents the existence of a free 
interaction throughout the separation bubble, including reattachment in a laminar 
flow but casts doubt on the existence of a free interaction after the separation point 
in turbulent flows. 
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Figure 5.21: Comparison between current axisymmetric pressure and heat transfer 
profiles when transformed using equation 5.1. Specific points are labelled for future 
discussion. 
5.7.1 Physical Description of a Free-Interaction 
Erdos et al. 23 constructed a semi-empirical surface pressure-distribution for free-
interactions in laminar flows. This used a curve-fitting approach to predict the 
surface pressure based on previous experiments but did not incorporate any phys-
ical understanding of the flow in a free-interaction and the process that forces the 
upstream independence. 
When a pressure gradient interacts with a supersonic boundary layer it has a 
finite upstream influence. This is facilitated by the subsonic portion of the boundary 
layer and is dependent on the boundary layer characteristics (Moo and C f) as well 
as the strength of the pressure gradient. 
Separation requires that the incoming streamlines turnaway from the surface. 
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In an inviscid supersonic flow there is a maximum that the streamlines can turn but 
in a viscous supersonic flow information can travel through any subsonic portions of 
the boundary layer, allowing the streamlines to turn more gradually and increasing 
their maximum turning angle. 
The separation angle of the boundary layer and the distance between separation 
and the shock-shock interaction dictates the amount of extra energy the separated 
boundary layer can receive from the freestream before it reaches the shock-shock 
interaction. If this extra energy is not sufficient, the separation angle of the boundary 
layer will increase until the maximum viscous turning angle of the boundary layer is 
reached. 3 When the maximum turning angle is reached, the entire separated waye 
system will then start to move upstream until there is sufficient distance for the 
separated boundary layer to re-energise between the new separation position and 
the shock-shock interaction. 
Based on this a free-interaction can be understood to occur when the turn-
ing angle of the streamlines is at its maximum and the only way that an increase 
in a pressure gradient can be accommodated is by moving the separation shock 
system upstream. Thus the pressure gradient across the separation shock remains 
unchanged and the surface pressure profile will also remained unchanged in this 
region. This of course assumes that the boundary layer is not just self similar up-
stream but that the boundary layer is fully developed and that the boundary layer 
profile is effectively constant in the region of interest 4. When a separated boundary 
layer is still capable of turning by a greater angle, a free-interaction will not exist 
since a larger (or smaller) downstream pressure gradient will change the turning an-
gle of separation and hence the strength of separation shock and the pressure ratios 
through separation. 
3 Intuitively, the larger the size of the subsonic region the larger the upstream influence of the 
pressure gradient and hence the larger the maximum viscous turning angle. 
4This is necessary so that it can be assumed that a given shockwave will have the same effect 
on the boundary layer as it moves upstream. 
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5.7.2 Axisymmetric Free-Interaction 
To isolate whether or not the axisymmetric separated flow investigated in this thesis 
constitutes a free-interaction it must be compared with a separated flo\v that ha~ 
a similar incoming boundary layer. Chapman et aIlS found that the pressure rise 
through a free-interaction scales with C f' so ideally an exactly similar inconling 
boundary layer would be used for the comparison. Williams 76 created a separation 
SWBLI in the Imperial College Gun Tunnel using a flare / centrebody configu-
ration. This experiment was conducted using the high pressure tunnel conditions 
(same conditions used for these experiments) and so results from his experiment 
can be compared with the results herein directly. There would be a slight difference 
between the boundary layers in both experiments as they developed over different 
distances. The leading edge of the centrebody was 760 mm upstream of the cowl 
trailing edge and 800 mm upstream of the flare cylinder junction. Figure 4.11 shows 
that the the surface heat-transfer profile is flattening out far upstream of these two 
points and so the boundary layer should be similar at these two stations. In fig-
ure 5.25 the incoming heat-transfer for both configurations is identical confirming 
this assumption. 
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Figure 5.23: Surface heat-transfer measurements through separation caused by flare 
/ centrebody configuration from Williams. 76 
The surface pressure and heat-transfer measurements through the separated 
interaction produced by Williams are shown in figures 5.22 and 5.23 respectively. 
The data is an ensemble obtained at 3 angles of azimuth (00 , 900 and 1800 ) and 
at very small increments in streamwise pitch, and confirm the very high quality of 
axisymmetry that was achieved, giving confidence in the accuracy of the data and 
its overall suitability as a comparison test-case. 
To compare the rises in both pressure and heat-transfer through the interactions 
produced by the cowl and flare they are plotted together offset in the streamwise 
direction such that the most upstream points of influence of the interactions coincide. 
The resulting plots are shown in figures 5.24 and 5.25. The comparison between 
surface pressure (figure 5.24) displays a perfect correlation between the rise of the 
pressure through separation and the pressure plateau. Thus there exists a free-
interaction up to and including the plateau region. The comparison of heat-transfer 
shown in figure 5.25 shows a similarly precise correlation between the two heat-
transfer rises up to and including the heat-transfer plateau. Clearly a free-interaction 
does exist in hypersonic turbulent flows up to and including the plateau and both 
these data sets constitute a free interaction. 
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There has been much speculation about whether or not a free-interaction can 
occur in turbulent flows at reattachment. This has been shown to occur in laminar 
flows but to the author's knowledge it has not been demonstrated yet in a turbulent 
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flow. One of the problems is that it is quite difficult to pinpoint reattachment to 
any degree of accuracy. Here, reattachment will be predicted using Colemans1,;" 
transformation as outlined in section 5.6.3. 
The surface pressure through the interactions produced by the cowl and flare 
are again plotted in figure 5.26 but this time they are offset so that the ends of the 
pressure plateaus coincide. Also plotted are the predictions of reattachment froln 
Coleman's transformation. These predictions are within 2mm of each other and the 
rise in pressure to these points collapse exactly. This leads to a strong argument 
that the free-interaction continues to reattachment. When heat-transfer is similaril)r 
plotted as in figure 5.27 there is a discrepancy between the two profiles ahead of 
reattachment. Williams77 advised that the heat-transfer measurements were taken 
very close to the junction between the flare and the centre body and the accuracy of 
the gauges in this circumstance is dubious. Regardless, the data is still very close 
to collapsing and indeed is well correlated in the region of estimated reattachment. 
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Figure 5.26: Comparison of pressure rise due to separation to isolate whether or not 
a free-interaction exists at reattachment. Included is current data and that from 
W 'll' 76 1 lams. 
It can be concluded that there is strong evidence that a free interaction exists 
in this study (and indeed that of Williams 76) through separation, the plateau region 
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and up to and including reattachment. This is an important property shared by 
laminar and turbulent flows. 
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5.8 CFD and Experimental Comparison for Cowl2 
Flowfield 
The CFD code described in section 4.1 was used to calculate the flow field produced 
by the Cow12 / center body geometry. The results presented here use the Menter 
one equation variant of the /"i; - E model. 
5.8.1 Schlieren 
Schlieren pictures of the flowfield during runtime can be compared with CFD as in 
figure 5.28. The CFD flowfield is transformed into a schlieren representation using 
the method in section 4.4. Matching the colouring of CFD contours with that of 
the experimental schlieren proved impossible so the CFD flowfield is in greyscale. 
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Although the greyscale is faint, it should be quite obvious that the basic wave 
systems of the flow fields are in agreement. 
The location and shape of the separation shockwave shows qualitative agree-
ment between experiment and CFD. The upstream extent of the separation shock-
wave is underestimated by the CFD but the discrepancy could partially be due to 
the fact that the separation shockwave is unsteady in the experiment but steady in 
the CFD. The broadness of the separation shock-wave in the schlieren is arguably 
due to the fluttering of a thinner shock-wave over the duration of the schlieren light 
source. 
F · 5 28' Schlieren picture of axisymmetric SWBLI produced by Cowl2 taken Igure . . 
during run-time compared with schlieren representation from CFD results. Omm 
refers to the streamwise position of the cowl trailing edge. 
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5.8.2 Pressure 
As with the CFD results of the attached interaction, the incoming static pressure 
and the peak pressure predicted by CFD for the separated SWBLI (see figure 5.29) 
are overestimated when compared with experiments, but the scale of the separation 
region predicted by the CFD as seen through the size of the pressure plateau is 
remarkably close to the experimental results. 
The slope of the initial pressure rise in the experimental results is less than that 
of the CFD. Since the CFD does not include the turbulent velocities but instead 
calculates a turbulent viscosity it does not capture the unsteadiness inherent in 
turbulent separation shock-waves. This unsteadiness causes the separation bubble 
to expand and contract changing the upstream influence of the interaction, leading 
to a region that is intermittently separated and whose time-averaged pressure would 
have contributions from instances when it is affected by the interaction and when it 
is not. 
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Figure 5.29: Comparison of surface pressure calculated by CFD and measured 
through experimentation with Cowl2. 
The surface pressure ratio calculated by CFD is compared with the experimen-
tal results in figure 5.30. Aside from the the difference in the extent of the upstrearl1 
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influence there is also a notable difference in the magnitude of the plateau pressure 
ratio. This difference disappears at the reattachment point indicating that the pres-
sure rise in the separation bubble is not modelled correctly. The discrepancy could 
be related to a disparity in the CFD estimated streamline curvature in the separa-
tion bubble. The overall qualitative agreement is remarkable while quantitatiyel~" 
there is little room for improvement. 
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Figure 5.30: Comparison of pressure-ratio calculated by CFD and measured through 
experimentation with Cowl2. 
5.8.3 Heat-transfer 
CFD predictions of the surface heat-transfer were not as successful as the surface 
pressure predictions. This can be seen in the comparisons of CFD with experimental 
heat-transfer and heat-transfer ratio in figures 5.31 and 5.32. The figures show that 
the heat-transfer profile rises slightly at separation but to a value of 10% of the 
experimental value. Reattachment produces a large over-prediction of heat-transfer 
which influences the level of heat-transfer up to the peak-point. The expansion 
process compensates and converges the profiles. Interestingly, the over-prediction 
of heat-transfer due to shock-waves and underprediction of expansion "wa\"es was 
seen in the CFD predictions of the Cowll flowfield (section 5.5.3). The difference 
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in this fiowfield is that the separation shock-wave does not similarily over-predict 
the heat-transfer. The problem in the heat-transfer levels at separation and through 
the plateau region is due primarily to the CFD's inability to model the boundary 
layer associated with the re-circulating flow in the separation bubble, essentially the 
behaviour at the separation point and downstream. 
These observations are important as they help to isolate the deficiencies of 
the turbulence code. Firstly, whilst the code predicts accurate streamline conver-
gence and divergence through the interactions (both attached and separated) as seen 
through accurate predictions of pressure through the interactions, over-predictions of 
heat-transfer levels through shock-waves and under-predictions through expansion-
waves imply an error in the momentum profile in the near-wall region. This is 
substantiated when taking the errors in predicting upstream influence into account. 
The CFD predictions are also incapable of estimating the profile of the boundary 
layer developed within the re-circulating separation bubble. This leads to an under-
estimate of both the pressure levels and heat-transfer levels in the plateau region. 
The difficulties in accurately predicting surface heat-transfer encountered dur-
ing both cowl studies is not unexpected. Williams 76 used teh same CFD code to 
investigate the computational flowfield of his experimental, flare induced SWBLl 
and found similar discrepancies. The inability of RANS codes in predicting sur-
f · . t' 11 . d d fi . f h d 20 44 79 face heat-trans er IS an Interna lona y recognIse e clency 0 suc co es. ' , 
The generally recognised explanation is that current turbulence models over-predict 
turbulence production through shock waves, leading to an over prediction of tur-
bulent eddy viscosity.44 The implications are that, until RANS code prediction of 
heat-transfer becomes accurate, equation 5.1 (Colemans transformation) should be 
used in tandem with CFD surface pressure to predict heat-transfer as proven in this 
thesis. 
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Figure 5.31: Comparison of heat-transfer calculated by CFD and measured through 
experimentation with Cow12. 
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Figure 5.32: Comparison of heat-transfer ratio calculated by CFD and measured 
through experimentation with Cow12. 
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5.9 Interaction Unsteadiness 
It is well documented that a separation bubble in a turbulent flow expands and con-
tracts in response to the instantaneous state of the incoming boundary layer. This 
unsteadiness can be large in subsonic flows where a feedback system exists between 
reattachment and separation through the external flow. Since this feedback s~'steln 
does not exist in supersonic flows the unsteadiness of a supersonic separation bubble 
is much less. Settles et al68 showed that the change in the instantaneous velocity 
field (due to turbulence) causes the separation shock to oscillate but has little effect 
on the recirculating flow in the separation bubble. Williams76 found that the major 
fluctuations in his supersonic pressure field was just upstream of the separation point 
while the unsteadiness in the separation bubble itself was relatively small. Whilst 
Williams acknowledged that large streamwise pressure gradients amplify the per-
ceived levels of unsteadiness, no attempt was made to account for it. The point at 
which Williams identifies the largest levels of unsteadiness in the separation region 
is at the point where the local streamwise pressure gradient is largest. However, this 
does not neccesarily mean that spatial fluctuations are highest at this point. 
In order to evaluate unsteadiness in the flow it would have been desirable to 
have a higher sampling frequency than available here. A minimum frequency of 
75kHz after anti-aliasing would be required to investigate the large scale eddies 
in the flow 5. The current sampling frequency of 50kHz should only be used to 
provide a qualitive suggestion of the local unsteadiness in the flow. In order to 
acccount for the effect of local pressure-gradient on the perceived unsteadiness a 
non-dimensional number, the Fluctuation Factor was devised (by this author) and 
is given in equation 5.2. In this a is the standard deviation of the pressure trace 
measured at a point over the steady run time. The pressure gradient term accounts 
for the fact that small fluctuations in the shock system at regions of high pressure 
gradient magnify the local a. The semi boundary layer thickness (%) term is related 
to the approximate half-wavelength of a fluctuation due to the large eddy scales and 
5This is based on on an eddy size of 10mm convecting at 1491m/s and with a required sampling 
frequency of 1 per eddy 
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is used to non-dimensionalise. 
F I uctuationF actor = 2
d
(J 51 dx 
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(5.2) 
The local pressure gradient in this equation needs careful consideration. Look-
ing at the pressure plots (figure 5.5 and figure 5.19) it is clear that the data-points 
must be interpolated to a smooth curve, otherwise the local gradients calculated 
using a simple piecewise interpolation would be erroneous. A polynomial curve 
was built around the datasets using MATLAB, the results of which are shown in 
figure 5.33 for the attached dataset and figure 5.34 for the separated dataset. 
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Figure 5.33: The attached pressure dataset from figure 5.5 compared with its poly-
nomial curve. The polynomial is an excellent fit to the dataset. 
The fluctuation factor for the attached interaction is compared with the pressure 
profile in figure 5.35. Ahead of the interaction the fluctuation factor is low but 
rises through the interaction to a plateau of 0.25. At the peak-pressure point the 
fluctuation factor rises to a peak with value of nearly 2. This then drops in the 
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expansion region. The rise in the peak-pressure region indicates that the peak of 
an attached SWBLI is unsteady, despite the fact that the rest of the interaction is 
relatively steady. It should be pointed out that whilst the pressure gradient does 
go to zero at the peak point, this should not affect the previous statement since no 
experimental point is at the zero pressure gradient region. 
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Figure 5.34: The separated pressure dataset from figure 5.19 compared with its 
polynomial curve. The polynomial is an excellent fit to the dataset. 
The same companson can be performed for the separated interaction as in 
figure 5.36. There is a large peak in the fluctuation factor at the beginning of the 
interaction that rises to a value of about 0.5. This is a sensible result as it is the 
intermittent zone where the separation shock oscillates and is inherently unsteady. 
It is possible that the beginning and end of this peak co-incides with the 0% and 
100% intermittency points. The fluctuation factor then rises to a second peak at 
rv 15mm. This is inside the separation bubble and disagrees with Williams and 
Settles who found that the recirculating bubble is steady. In fact the initial portion 
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of the recirculating flow in the separation bubble is quite unsteady. The rest of the 
bubble however is quite steady as the fluctuation factor drops significantly after this 
second peak. One would expect that a large subsonic region will be affected by an 
upstream unsteadiness. The findings of Williams and Settles can only be attributed 
to regions of the separation bubble far enough downstream of the separation point. 
There is a third peak in the fluctuation factor at the pressure peak suggesting 
that the peaks of both attached and separated interactions are unsteady. 
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Fluctuation Factor. 
Chapter 6 
Three-dimensional Shock-Wave / 
Boundary-Layer Interactions 
6.1 Introduction 
In chapter 5 a reference database for axisymmetric SWBLI's in hypersonic, turbu-
lent flows was compiled for both attached and separated interactions. To further 
the scope of the database it is proposed to introduce three-dimensionality into the 
system, ideally in a controlled manner. The methodology used here is to offset the 
cowl axis relative to that of the centrebody. As the cowl is offset the flow field 
changes are due in part to the circumferential change in incident shock strength 
(due to shock focusing) and partly due to changes in the streamwise location of 
SWBLI impingement points. This method of introducing the three-dimensionality 
into the flow is entirely within the control of the experimentalist and no unwanted 
three-dimensional effects enter the system. 
Three-dimensional flows are created using both Cowll and Cowl2 configurations 
with heat-transfer and pressure measurements taken on the centrebody surface. 
Schlieren pictures augment the surface measurements by giving a visual perspective 
of separation scales and positions of shock-waves. 
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6.2 Cowll flows 
6.2.1 Pressure 
As well as the axisymmetric cowl configuration, six different cowl offsets were used 
during the Cowl1 pressure tests. The offsets were produced by raising the co\d 
relative to the centrebody such that the centrebody was furthest from the cowl at 
the 0° azimuthal point. Initially, offsets of 5.35 mm, 10 mm, 13.5 mm, 17.35 mnl 
and 19.45 mm were tested with measurements taken at pitches along the centrebody 
surface of 10 mm and at three azimuthal positions - 0°, 90°, 180°. The results 
at these offsets indicated that at sufficiently large offsets the boundary layer at 
the 0° azimuthal position would locally separate. This type of topology - called a 
separation pocket here - was further investigated by testing a final offset of 15 mm 
with a measurement pitch of 1 mm. 
The initial and final experimental pressure studies are discussed in the following 
sections. 
Initial Low Resolution Study 
The pressure data from the initial cowl offsets of 5.35 mm, 10 mm, 13.5 mm, 17.35 
mm and 19.45 mm are shown in figures 6.1 - 6.5 respectively. In these figures the 
streamwise shift in the profiles due to the shift in interaction points can be seen as 
well as the effect of shock-focusing on the magnitude of the peak pressures. 
The 5.35 mm and 10 mm offset profiles look quite similar qualitatively with 
similar shaped peaks and ranges, the only visual differences being the magnitudes 
(or scale) of the pressure rises. None of the profiles display any features that are 
not evident in the axisymmetric attached profiles of chapter 5. As the cowl is offset 
over 13.5 mID, the 90° profile becomes more peaked whilst a dogleg or knee starts 
to form in the 0° profile (between 90 mm and 110 mm in the 17.35 mm offset -
figure 6.4). This raises the question about whether the differences in the profiles are 
entirely due to shock focusing and azimuthally different interaction points or does 
another source of three-dimensionality exist. 
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Figure 6.1: Cowll pressure profiles on centrebody at three azimuthal positions due 
to 5.35 mm cowl offset. 
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to 10 mm cowl offset. 
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Figure 6.5: Cowl 1 pressure profiles on centrebody at three azimuthal positions due 
to 19.45 mm cowl offset. 
The schlieren figure 6.6 shows the 0° and 180° flowfields of Cowll offset by 5 
mm. Since both positions have an attached SWBLI there is an incident and reflected 
shock-wave at both positions. The offset of the cowl has moved the interactions 
in a streamwise position to 60-70 mm at the top and 20-30 mm at the bottom 
approximately. The midpoint between the two interaction points is approximately 
45 mm which is very close to position (2) in figure 5.11:- already identified as the 
impingement point of the incident shockwave in the axisymmetric case. 
The boundary-layers begin to re-thicken at streamwise positions of approxi-
mately 131 mm and 85.5 mm respectively. These points correspond to the expansion 
region in the surface pressure profiles of figure 6.1. 
In section 4.2.1 the effect of offsetting the cowl on the interaction strength was 
estimated using a number of axisymmetric inviscid CFD runs. Since the CFD is 
axisymmetric and the experiments are three-dimensional there are errors in the es-
timates but, since a three-dimensional code has calculated roughly similar estimates 
for a 15 mm offset case, it can be assumed that these estimates are close. 
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Figure 6.6: Schlieren picture of Cowll offset by 5 mm. 
The estimates for the change in surface pressure due to offsetting can be sub-
tracted from the profiles, in effect filtering out the effects of shock focusing. This was 
achieved by splitting the surface pressure trace into two regions, namely pre- and 
post-reflection. The estimates for change in the post-incident shockwave pressure-
rise due to offset were then subtracted from the pre-reflection region while estimates 
for the change in post-reflected shockwave pressure-rise due to offset were subtracted 
from the post-reflection region. Finally the two regions were re-merged. The stream-
wise shift due to the offset can be removed approximately by applying equation 6.1 
but this shifted the 00 and 1800 profiles by 5 mm too much so that they did not col-
lapse. This was remedied manually by shifting all the profiles until their streamwise 
positions corresponded. 
Shift = Offset 
tan (,B) 
({3 is the incident shockwave angle to the horizontal.) 
(6.1 ) 
The resulting profiles after the effects of shock focusing and streamwise shift 
are removed are shown in figure 6.7. Now all the profiles collapse very closely onto 
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the axisymmetric profile. 
It can be concluded that the 5 mm offset introduces three dimensionality into 
the system through shock focusing and shifts in the streamwise interaction point 
only. There are no measurable sources of three-dimensionality outside of these and 
so the interaction should be seen as a "weak" three-dimensional flow. 
When the same technique was applied to the higher offsets the adjusted profiles 
deviated from the axisymmetric profile by progressively larger amounts. This is 
demonstrated in figures 6.8 and 6.9 for the 10 mm and 13.5 mm offset cases. This 
suggests that shock focusing and a streamwise shift in SWBLI impingement points 
are no longer the only sources of three-dimensionality in the flow fields at larger 
offsets. Hence cross-flows and possibly small regions of separation are influencing 
the boundary layer as a whole and these flows should be seen as "strong" three-
dimensional flows. 
It should be noted that a similar over-shifting that occurred in the 5 mm offset 
case also occurred in these cases. The 10 mm offset case needed to be adjusted 
axially by 12 mm whilst the 13.5 mm offset case was adjusted by 17 mm. 
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Figure 6.8: Adjusted 10 mm offset pressure profiles compared with the axisymmetric 
data. 
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High Resolution Study - 15 mm Offset 
The low resolution study indicated that when the cowl is offset by 13.·5 mm there 
existed the possibility that the boundary-layer became separated at the 0° azinluthal 
position. This was implied by the initiation at the 13.5 offset and the increase \vith 
larger offsets of a dogleg or knee in the profiles. The 15 mm offset case was chosen 
to be sampled at a pitch of 1 mm because it offered the possibility of having a more 
developed separated boundary-layer at the top surface than the 13.5 nlm offset case 
but would also allow for most (if not all) of the interaction to be visualised through 
schlieren techniques while minimising the interaction of the cowl-trailing edge, (see 
section 3.2.2 for an explanation of the cowl feasible region). The resulting profiles 
are shown in figure 6.10. The three profiles are distinctly different suggesting a more 
complex source of three-dimensionality than shock-focusing and streamwise shifting 
of the interaction zone as noted previously. 
The flatness of the peak of the 180° profile is caused by the position of the cowl 
trailing edge expansion wave. The interaction point of the incident shock wave is 
inside the cowl so that the expansion wave does not interact with the boundary-layer 
within the peak region. Thus the surface pressure will remain constant until it sees 
the effect of the expansion wave downstream. There exists a very distinct "bump" 
on the peak of the 90° profile caused by a compression that is stronger than that 
immediately upstream of it. The 0° profile has a dog-leg between 80 mm and 100 
mm. This is an early sign that there may in fact be small-scale separation occurring 
at this azimuthal position. The pressure plateau expected in separated flows is not 
obvious, but for small scale separation it would not be expected - a dog-leg in the 
profile is more likely. However, the interaction is influenced by three-dimensional 
effects and so this dog-leg could easily be a result of three-dimensionality and not 
linked to separation. This is a fundamental problem of pressure sampling, namely, 
small-scale separation is not clearly evident in the profile. It will be shown in later 
sections that heat-transfer is a far better indicator of small scale separation. 
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Figure 6.10: Cowll pressure profiles on centrebody at three azimuthal positions due 
to 15 mm cowl offset. 
The schlieren picture of the 15 mm offset is shown in figure 6.6. Since the 180° 
interaction is an attached flow it does not show any observable differences to those of 
the 5 mm offset case (despite the fact that its pressure peak is longer and flatter - see 
figure 6.10). The top interaction (0°) is more interesting. It was already observed 
in the pressure profiles that small scale separation may be occurring between 80 
mm and 100 mm from the cowl-trailing edge. In the schlieren, the interaction zone 
is enlarged and resembles the interaction region of the axisymmetric schlieren of 
Cow12 (figure 5.28). The separation and reattachment shock-waves are very close 
together but nonetheless evident and coalesce to form the reflected shock-wave at a 
streamwise position of approximately 120 mm. This, with the pressure profiles (and 
later with evidence from heat-transfer data), conclusively proves that a separation 
bubble exists on the top portion of the centrebody when Cowll is offset by 15 
mm. This is termed a separation pocket and is an important flow feature of three-
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dimensional flows. This type of topology will be investigated more in further sections 
of this chapter and in chapter 7 
The usefulness of schlieren is demonstrated in its ability to capture the small 
scale separation. It was already explained that pressure is not capable of distinctly 
locating small scale separation but taken in tandem with schlieren the small dog-legs 
that appear in the pressure profiles can be linked with separation. 
Figure 6.11: Schlieren picture of Cowll offset by 15 mm. 
The severity of the deviations of these profiles at 15 mm offset from a weak-
three-dimensional case make this data set of special importance to CFD developers 
as a source of validation. Controlled strong three-dimensional test-cases do not 
currently exist outside of this database for hypersonic turbulent SWBLI's. 
6.2.2 Heat-transfer 
Two offsets were studied during the heat-transfer phase of the experiments :- 5 
mm & 15 mm, the results of which are shown in Figures 6.12 & 6.13. The heat 
transfer results respond to the 5 mm offset in a somewhat predictable manner. 
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The profiles displace in the streamwise direction in a manner similar to those of 
pressure. The shape of the profiles slightly change but the magnitude of the peak 
heat-transfers at the three azimuthal positions do not deviate far from the magnitude 
of the axisymmetric heat-transfer peak. This would indicate that the offset of the 
cowl does not introduce a large degree of three-dimensionality into the flow field, 
concurring with the pressure measurements conducted at the same offset. 
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Figure 6.12: Cowll heat-transfer profiles on centrebody at three azimuthal positions 
due to 5 mm cowl offset. 
At approximately 20 mm on figure 6.12 a very interesting feature occurs. At 
this point a type-1 trough is being generated in the 1800 profile. This position is 
still upstream of the SWBLI regions of the other two profiles (figure 6.1) and yet 
there is also a dip in these heat-transfer profiles. It could be argued that these are 
scatter in the data but since the data is generally excellent this seems unlikely. It is 
more likely that the phenomenon is a feature driven by the three-dimensionality of 
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the flow. 
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Figure 6.13: Cowll heat-transfer profiles on centrebody at three azimuthal positions 
due to 15 mm cowl offset. 
As the cowl is offset to 15 mm the shape of the three profiles change and devi-
ate from from one another. There exists a point of inflection approximately midway 
along the ascending portion of the 0° curve (at a position of about 80-100 mm on 
the x-axis). Since the cowl offset produces a stronger impinging shock system at the 
top of the centre body, the likelihood of separation here increases. This inflection in 
the heat-transfer profiles and also the slight dog-leg found in the pressure measure-
ments at the same streamwise point are indicative of such separation. ~eedham57 
and Keuhn41 found similar inflections in their data and concluded that it indicated 
separation. Also, the axisymmetric, separated flow profiles in chapter 5 have this 
inflection at the separation point. 
The upstream trough seen at 20 mm in figure 6.12 also occurs when the cowl 
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is offset by 15 mm (figure 6.13). A dip in the 0° profile exists at about 20 lllm: 
approximately 40 mm upstream of the interaction zone. This trough occurs ,,"here 
there is no visible change in the pressure profile (figure 6.10). The trough is slightly 
downstream of the type-l trough generated by the 90° profile implying that the t,yO 
are linked. Since this phenomenon is now a feature of two different interactions 
it is unlikely that it is due to coincidental data scatter. It is more likely to be a 
three-dimensional feature, possibly communication through the subsonic portion of 
the boundary-layer. 
6.3 Cowl2 
Cowl2 was designed so that the shock-wave emanating from its leading edge was 
strong enough to separate the boundary-layer on the centrebody surface when both 
were co-aligned. As the cowl is offset relative to the centrebody the flowfield changes. 
The size of the separation bubble on the 0° surface increases while the bubble on 
the 180° surface decreases (seen in figures 6.14 and 6.15). 
Two offsets are investigated, 5 mm and 10 mm with both heat-transfer and 
pressure measurements recorded on the centre body surface at three azimuthal po-
sitions, namely: 0°, 90° and 180° and at a pitch of 1 mm between measurements. 
Schlieren pictures of the flowfield are also recorded. 
Figure 6.14 shows the schlieren picture of the Cow12 flowfield with the cowl 
offset by 5 mm. A large separation bubble is clearly evident on the top surface, 
beginning inside the cowl and ending at about 60 mm downstream of the cowl trailing 
edge. The separation and reattachment shock-waves are also clearly evident. The 
separation scales are smaller and not as clear on the 180° surface. The interaction 
region is complicated and no definite separation and reattachment shocks can be 
easily identified. 
The schlieren for the 10 mm offset is shown in figure 6.15. The 0° separation 
bubble is very large due to the effects of cowl offset and the separation shockwave 
emanates from inside the cowl. The schlieren for the 180° surface is unclear as most 
of the interaction occurs inside the cowl; however, the expansion of the boundary-
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layer is evident 30 mm downstream of the cowl. 
Figure 6.14: Schlieren picture of Cow12 offset by 5 mm. 
Figure 6.15: Schlieren picture of Cow12 offset by 10 mm. 
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6.3.1 5 mm Offset 
Pressure Data 
The three profiles In figure 6.16 display varying scales of separation determined 
by the length of the pressure plateau. The largest scale predictably lies at the 00 
azimuthal position where the centrebody is closest to the focus of the incident shock 
system. The scale of separation at 900 is approximately that of the axisymmetric 
separation case since the change in its position relative to the incident shock focus 
is small. The length of the pressure plateau at the 1800 is negligible although the 
profile does collapse on the 900 profile until the beginnings of its plateau region. This 
is an important feature of the pressure profiles, - without a comparable, separated 
profile it is impossible to predict whether or not small scale separation exists. The 
only reason that separation would be assumed for the 1800 profile is that it seems 
to form a free-interaction up to separation. (because it follows the 900 profile up to 
its plateau region). Had there not been the 900 profile to compare with, no definite 
signs of separation would exist. Heat-transfer in the next section will be a better 
indication of separation. 
As the size of the plateau region increases - and hence the separation scales 
increase - the pressure gradient after the pressure plateau decreases. The scale of 
reattachment must depend on the thickness of the reattaching free shear layer. If 
the longer separation scales, which imply larger turbulent diffusion, can be assumed 
to increase the thickness of the free shear layer then the reattachment length can be 
proportional to the separation scale. Then the longer reattachment process could 
result in the associated lower reattachment pressure gradients. The peak pressure 
also decreases with increased separation length but this phenomenon is partly due 
to the effect of the cowl trailing edge expansion wave. As the size of the separation 
bubble increases the reattachment point gets closer to the upstream influence of the 
cowl trailing edge expansion wave, thus the reattachment shock system is relieved 
more by the expansion wave and reaches a lower peak than that expected without 
the influence of an expansion wave. 
The 00 profile exhibits noticeably more scatter in the separated region than 
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the other two profiles. Separation shock-waves have been shown to oscillate in the 
streamwise direction in turbulent flows. It was pointed out previously that the 
scatter in heat-transfer depends on the size of the separation region and this is also 
the case with these pressure profiles. 
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Figure 6.16: Cow12 pressure profiles on centrebody at three azimuthal positions due 
to 5 mm cowl offset. 
Heat-transfer 
As with pressure, the heat-transfer profiles in figure 6.17 display varying degrees of 
separation with a large heat-transfer plateau obvious at the 0° position. The size 
of the plateau decreases azimuthally from the 0° until the 180° position where it 
is at its minimum. For clarity the profile at this position is reproduced on its 0\\,11 
in figure 6.18 as the plateau region is difficult to distinguish from the 90° profile. 
Unlike the pressure profile at this position, the heat-transfer profile exhibit::; a yery 
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definite scale of separation through the existence of a dog-leg (or knee) in its profile 
between 5 mm and 15 mm. 
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Figure 6.17: Cow12 heat-transfer profiles on centrebody at three azimuthal positions 
due to 5 mm cowl offset. 
The heat-transfer profile's post-reattachment slopes and peak magnitudes also 
agree with the trends found in the pressure profiles. The slopes of the heat-transfer 
profiles after reattachment reduce as the heat-transfer plateau increases. The peak 
magnitudes also decline as the length of the plateau increases. This qualitative 
agreement between the trends of heat-transfer and pressure is in agreement with 
the transformation in equation 5.1. This will be dealt with in more detail later. 
All three azimuthal positions exhibit a comparable degree of scatter in the sep-
arated region. The scatter downstream of the plateau region begins at a stream'.yise 
position of rv 20mm for the 1800 profile but almost immediately for the other t'.\"O 
profiles. This scatter, discussed further in chapter 7 is probably linked with the 
formation of Gortler-type vortices. 
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Figure 6.18: Cowl2 heat-transfer profile on centrebody at 180° azimuthal position 
due to 5 mm cowl offset. 
6.3.2 10 mm Offset 
Offsetting the cowl by 10 mm produces a very interesting flow topology. Inspection 
of the pressure and heat transfer profiles for this case (shown in figures 6.19 and 6.20 
respectively) show that for the 0° azimuth profiles the heat transfer and pressure 
display the expected large scales in separation (i. e. large plateau). These scales then 
decrease azimuthally. At the 90° azimuthal position there still exists a very percep-
tible plateau but by the 180° position this has disappeared indicating that the flow 
at this position is attached. 1 So, there exists a "pocket" of separation on the cen-
trebody with large scale separation at the 0° position that reduces azimuthally until 
at a certain azimuthal point the boundary layer can remain attached throughout 
the SWBLI. 
IThis cannot be concluded through inspection of the pressure profiles alone as a lack of a 
perceptible pressure plateau in the 5 mm offset case did not indicate a lack of separation. 
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Figure 6.19: Cow12 pressure profiles on centrebody at three azimuthal positions due 
to 10 mm cowl offset. 
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Figure 6.20: Cow12 heat-transfer profiles on centrebody at three azimuthal positions 
due to 10 mm cowl offset. 
This type of topology was noticed previously in section 6.2.1 when an identical 
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upstream boundary layer experiencing an attached SWBLI was offset by 15 mm so 
that the 0° surface boundary-layer separated while the boundary layer at the 90° 
and 180° azimuthal positions remained attached. To better understand hm\~ this 
type of topology develops, further experimentation was conducted at this offset and 
is presented in chapter 7. 
6.4 Transformation between Pressure and Heat-
Transfer 
Heat-transfer and pressure profiles can be compared with each other using equa-
tion 5.l. This transformation, developed by Coleman et al., 17 was shown in chapter 5 
to be consistent in axisymmetric flows except between separation and reattachment 
and in trough regions. In this section the use of the transformation will be extended 
to three-dimensional flows. 
6.4.1 Cowl! 
The transformations for the 5 mm offset in figures 6.21 - 6.23 agree with the 
previous findings of the transformation despite the fact that these flows are three-
dimensional. All three figures show transformations that agree everywhere except 
in the few trough regions. 
The transformation of the 0° azimuthal positional at 15 mm cowl offset is shown 
in figure 6.24. As usual the transformation does not hold through the pre-interaction 
trough. The two transformed profiles converge and then diverge again close to the 
beginning of the heat-transfer plateau (as expected). After reattachment the trans-
formation completely breaks down. The transformation works well for the 90° and 
1800 profiles in figures 6.25 and 6.26 respectively. Since separated boundary-layers 
were shown to comply with the transformation after reattachment in chapter 5 and 
these three-dimensional attached interactions also comply with the transformation, 
the breakdown in the transformation seen in figure 6.24 must be due to the fact 
that both separation and three-dimensionality are occurring simultaneously. An ob-
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vious question to ask now is whether or not the degree of the three-dimensionality 
is important. This will be investigated in the following section. 
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Figure 6.23: Comparison between Cowll 180° pressure and heat transfer profiles at 
5 mm offset when transformed using Coleman et al. 17 
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Figure 6.25: Comparison between Cowll 90° pressure and heat transfer profiles at 
15 mm offset when transformed using Coleman et al. 17 
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6.4.2 Cow12 
The question as to the effect of three-dimensionality, combined with separation 
scales, on the transformation of equation 5.1 was posed in the previous section. 
In the Cowl2 experimentation program two degrees of three-dimensionality \"ere 
introduced by offsetting the cowl by 5 mm and 10 mm. 
All of the transformed profiles for the 5 mm offset shown in figures 6.27 -
6.29 agree with previous determinations on the limitations of the transformation. 
A conclusion can be made here that - for the lower degree of three-dimensionality 
anyhow - the transformation is unaffected by the three-dimensionality. The situation 
changes when the degree of three-dimensionality is increased by increasing the cowl 
offset to 10 mm. For this case only the 0° and 90° profiles need to be analysed since 
it has already been determined that the 180° profile is attached. 
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Figure 6.28: Comparison between Cowl2 90° pressure and heat transfer profiles at 
5 mm offset when transformed using Coleman et al. 17 
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The 0° profile in figure 6.30 shows that the transformation holds as expected up 
to separation but does not fully recover at reattachment. Reattachment in this case 
was approximated at 70 mm; where the two transformed profiles finish converging 
and continue along parallel paths. The 90° profiles in figure 6.31 show a similar 
trend however they do eventually converge. 
Williams 76 found that in three-dimensional, separated flows the heat-transfer 
and pressure azimuthal gradients did not agree. Whereas the pressure gradient was 
relatively negligible, the heat-transfer gradient was large. This effectively means that 
Coleman's transformation broke down in his separated, three-dimensional flows, in 
agreement with the findings here. 
In conclusion, large scales of separation, combined with strong three-dimensionality, 
breaks down Coleman's transformation between pressure and heat-transfer. Other-
wise the transformation is applicable. 
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Figure 6.31: Comparison between Cow12 90° pressure and heat transfer profiles at 
10 mm offset when transformed using Coleman et al.17 
6.5 Free Interactions 
6.5.1 Cowl1 
In chapter 5 the axisymmetric profiles of a separated SWBLI produced by Cow12 
are presented and compared with a separated SWBLI produced by a flare. The 
profiles were shown to form a free interaction up to and including reattachment. To 
further validate that the 0° profile of the Cowll, 15 mm offset experiment shown 
in figure 6.10 displays small scale separation the pressure and heat-transfer profile 
have been compared with those of the Cow12 axisymmetric case. 
In figure 6.32 the surface pressure profiles are compared. The profiles are iden-
tical up to a point slightly downstream of separation (as predicted in section 5.6.3), 
showing that a free interaction exists in this region and implying that the boundary 
layer in both cases is separated. Shortly after separation the two profiles diYerge 
from each other. It can be concluded that the divergence of the two profiles consti-
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tutes a breakdown in the free interaction of the 15 mm offset profile. The ability -
provided by the large subsonic region of a separation bubble - for disturbances to 
propagate must affect the existence of a free interaction after separation in these 
three-dimensional flows. 
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The equivalent comparison of heat-transfer is shown in figure 6.33. The agree-
ment between the two profiles seems to exist up to the end of the heat-transfer 
plateau (rv 20mm). After this point the two profiles diverge. Clearly, a free-
interaction needs both pressure and heat-transfer profiles for it to be defined since 
the agreement of one with the free interaction does not imply the agreement of the 
other. The free interaction through the plateau region, implied by the heat-transfer 
data, is discounted by the previous pressure data. 
At separation, the axisymmetric data displays more scatter implying that the 
mechanism behind the scatter is dependent on the separation scale. The separation 
bubble expands and contracts as a result of the incoming turbulent boundary-layer 
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and hence the scatter would be due to a shifting of the separation shock-wa\'e \\'ithin 
an intermittent region. However, a developing instability could also be responsible 
for the scatter seen in the heat-transfer. It will be shown in chapter 7 that a Gortler-
type instability causes a similar scatter in the heat-transfer after the reattachnlent 
point. 
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Figure 6.33: Comparison of axial heat-transfer profile at 15 mm offset and 00. azimuth 
with that of the Cowl2 axisymmetric profile. 
6.5.2 Cowl2 
U sing the axisymmetric profiles as benchmarks again, the offset pressure and heat 
transfer profiles can be compared to isolate whether or not a free interaction exists 
in the Cow12 three-dimensional flows. The 5 mm offset profiles of Cow12 (see fig-
ures 6.16 and 6.17) are displaced in Figure 6.34 so that the starts of the interaction 
pressure and heat transfer rise coincide with those of the axisymmetric case. To 
better see the interaction region, there is a zoom-in in figure 6.35. All of the pro-
files are exactly the same through separation and over the pressure/heat-transfer 
plateau proving that a free interaction exists through these regions. The degree of 
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three-dimensionality in the flow does not seem to alter the free-interaction up to the 
plateau region. 
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Figure 6.34: Comparison of pressure and heat transfer profiles at three azimuthal 
positions when cowl is offset by 5 mm with the axisymmetric benchmark profile, 
illustrating the free interaction. 
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Figure 6.35: Zoom of separation region illustrating the free interaction. 
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The reattachment points (taken from section 7.2.5) are aligned at zero In fig-
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ure 6.36 to compare the reattachment pressures. The 90° profile agrees \\"ith the 
axisymmetric case (since both profiles are almost identical anyhow) but the 0° and 
180° do not, showing that a free interaction exists at reattachment at an azimuthal 
position of 90° but not for the 0° and 180° positions. An argument can be made 
that since the incident shock-wave at the 180° position is weaker than that for the 
axisymmetric case, the lack of the free-interaction could simply be due to the fact 
that a minimum strength incident shock is needed for the free-interaction to extend 
to reattachment. This cannot be said for the 0° position. 
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Figure 6.36: Comparison of axisymmetric and 5 mm pressure profiles. Profiles have 
been aligned so the reattachment points are at 0 mm. 
When the cowl is offset by 10 mm the generated three-dimensionality is rela-
tively large (see figures 6.19 and 6.20). The effect of large scale three-dimensionality 
on a free interaction is seen by the breakdown of the free interaction at this offset 
(see figure 6.37 and the zoomed figure 6.38). Ignoring the 180° profile (since we have 
already identified it as an attached SWBLI) we see that the pressure profiles at the 
00 and 90° positions do not collapse onto the axisymmetric profile. There is not a 
huge discrepancy but it is outside of the experimental scatter. 
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Figure 6.37: Comparison of pressure and heat transfer profiles at two azimuthal 
positions when cowl is offset by 10 mm with the axisymmetric benchmark profile. 
illustrating the effect of three-dimensionality on the free interaction. 
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Figure 6.38: Zoom of separation region illustrating the free interaction. 
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The scatter makes it difficult to be conclusive but it seems that the 00 profile 
follows the axisymmetric profile through separation but breaks away close to the 
plateau region. This is understandable as three-dimensional effects influence the 
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pressure plateau through the large subsonic regIon of the separation bubble but 
have a small influence on the pre-separation region. The 90° profile breaks awa.\" 
from the axisymmetric profile closer to the start of the interaction possibly because 
upstream three-dimensionality at other azimuthal positions tend to effect it. This 
can be better seen in figure 6.39 where the 0° profile has been removed from the 
pressure comparison for clarity. 
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Figure 6.39: Zoom of separation region illustrating axisymmetric data and 10 mm 
offset 90° azimuthal position data. 
Chapter 7 
Axisymmetric and 
Three-Dimensional Structures 
Results from the experimental campaign of this thesis have helped to further the 
understanding of hypersonic, turbulent SWBLI's but they have also raised quite a 
few questions. In this section two of these questions that deal with the structure of 
the flow will be investigated: 
(1) What is the three-dimensional structure of the heat-transfer pocket discovered 
during both cowl investigations? 
(2) What is the surface flow topology of the axisymmetric and three-dimensional 
separated flows and how do the actual separation and reattachment points 
compare with a prediction of separation and reattachment using Coleman 
et al. 'S17 relationship between heat-transfer and pressure (discussed in sec-
tion 5.2.3)? 
The first question is dealt with in section 7.1 by creating a three-dimensional 
array of heat-transfer measurements within and outside the pocket, whilst the second 
is dealt with in section 7.2 using oil-flow visualisation downstream of the cowl trailing 
edge. 
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7.1 Structure of a Three-Dimensional Separation 
Pocket 
7.1.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 6 it was shown that three-dimensional "pockets" of separation occurred 
under the influence of an asymmetric pressure gradient. This asymmetry must be 
such that the axial pressure gradient around part - but not all - of the annulus is 
strong enough to separate the boundary-layer. 
This type of asymmetric pressure field was created during experimentation with 
both cowls. At axisymmetry or small offsets the pressure field caused by Cowll 
had insufficient strength to separate the boundary-layer. However, as the cowl was 
offset by greater amounts (by 15 mm in these experiments), the impinging shock 
strength on the top of centrebody became strong enough that the boundary layer 
separated locally. Thus a "pocket" of separation was generated at the top region 
of the centrebody while at other azimuthal positions the boundary layer remained 
attached. The situation was reversed for Cowl2. In this case the boundary layer was 
separated at all azimuthal positions for the axisymmetric and small offset geometries. 
When this cowl was offset by 10 mm a very large separation bubble existed on the 
top of the centrebody but the strength of the impinging shock-wave at the bottom 
position had become sufficiently weak to allow the boundary layer to navigate the 
SWBLI without separating. Thus a very large "pocket" of separation surrounded 
most of the centrebody but a fully attached boundary layer existed at the bottom 
azimuthal position. 
Since only three azimuthal profiles had been sampled for each cowl offset, it 
was felt that the three-dimensional structure of a "pocket" had not been fully in-
vestigated, so it was decided that more profiles should be taken in the "pockeC. 
The obvious "pocket" to further investigate was that produced by Cowl2 at 10 mm 
offset since it was more likely to contain the full range of interactions from attached 
through to a free-interaction and would be easier to properly resolve due to its size. 
It was clear from Chapters 5 and 6 that while pressure captured the flowfield with 
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very low data scatter it did not capture features such as the "troughs" analysed in 
sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2. More importantly, small scales of separation were impossi-
ble to identify in the pressure profiles without a priori knowledge. At such scales the 
characteristic pressure-plateau does not form and the pressure rise through separa-
tion looks quite similar to that of a fully attached interaction and any disparity can 
justifiably be interpreted as experimental scatter or error. Fortunately this is not 
the case with heat-transfer. Since heat-transfer can be approximately linked with 
skin-friction, at separation where the skin friction must drop to zero there should 
be an associated drop in heat-transfer. Thus even for small scale separations there 
exists a noticeable drop in heat-transfer at separation as shown previously in chap-
ters 5 and 6. For this reason heat-transfer profiles were chosen to fully map the 
surface structure of the three-dimensional, turbulent "separation pocket" . 
7.1.2 Heat-transfer Structure of a Separation "Pocket" 
Figure 7.1 shows the surface mesh used for sampling the heat-transfer through the 
separation "pocket". The resulting heat-transfer map is shown in figure 7.2 whilst 
figure 7.3 shows a three-dimensional view of the surface heat-transfer where the 
height represents the magnitude of heat-transfer. In all nine profiles were taken, 
giving a well-resolved picture of details of a separation "pocket". The important 
features are labelled on figure 7.3. 
The blue region is the upstream boundary layer. Small ripples in this region 
correspond to experimental error and turbulent fluctuations. Within the blue region 
there exists a deep blue region just ahead of the heat-transfer rise at azimuthal 
positions from 1200 - 1800 • This corresponds to a Type 1 Trough as explained in 
section 5.4.1. A heat-transfer plateau exists from 00 - 1500 . Finally a heat-transfer 
rise to the peak is shown. 
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Figure 7.1: Surface mesh used for sampling of the heat-transfer produced by a 
separation "pocket". 
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Figure 7.2: Surface heat-transfer produced by a separation "pocket" . 
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x-aXIS 
Figure 7.3: Three-dimensional view of surface heat-transfer produced by a separation 
"pocket" . 
The heat-transfer profiles at each measured azimuthal position are shown in 
figures 7.4 - 7.12. Some important trends have been taken from these figures and 
plotted in figures 7.13 and 7.14. The "Interaction Startpoint" shown in figure 7.13 
refers to the extreme upstream point where the effects of the interaction are seen in 
the heat-transfer profile. It is a very non-linear profile showing the effects of both 
the incident shock-wave impingement point and separation length scales. 
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Figure 7.4: Heat-transfer profile produced by Cow12 at 10 mm offset. 0 degree 
azimuthal position. 
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azimuthal position. 
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Figure 7.6: Heat-transfer profile produced by Cowl2 at 10 mm offset. 60 degree 
azimuthal position. 
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Figure 7.7: Heat-transfer profile produced by Cowl2 at 10 mm offset. 90 degree 
azimuthal position. 
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Figure 7.8: Heat-transfer profile produced by Cow12 at 10 mm offset. 120 degree 
azimuthal position. 
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Figure 7.9: Heat-transfer profile produced by Cow12 at 10 mm offset. 135.75 degree 
azimuthal position. 
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Figure 7.10: Heat-transfer profile produced by Cow12 at 10 mm offset. 150 degree 
azimuthal position. 
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Figure 7.11: Heat-transfer profile produced by Cow12 at 10 mm offset. 163 degree 
azimuthal position. 
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Figure 7.12: Heat-transfer profile produced by Cowl2 at 10 mm offset. 180 degree 
azimuthal position. 
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Figure 7.14: Plot showing the link between the initial surface pressure gradient and 
the size of the associated Type-1 heat-transfer trough. 
The "Peak Point" line in figure 7.13 refers to the streamwise position of the 
maximum heat-transfer at each azimuthal position. As expected the trend goes from 
a maximum downstream position at 0° to a minimum at 180°. This trend follows 
the fact that the 0° azimuth represents the farthest downstream shock impingement 
location. 
The size of the separation plateau decreases from 0° - 150°, a direct consequence 
of the associated decrease in the strength of the incident shockwave. However, while 
the separation region and incident shockwave strength decrease, figure 7.13 shows 
that the slope of the heat-transfer profile after reattachment is increasing. Without 
any other wave systems affecting the flow, the heat-transfer profile at the 0° position 
should rise to the largest peak but the relatively low reattachment slopes of the larger 
separated regions allow the cowl trailing-edge expansion-wave to interact with the 
compression of reattachment. The amount that the expansion-wave effects the peak 
heat-transfer depends on the scale of separation and the position of the expansion 
wave, but it can (as it does here) lead to the situation where the peak heat-transfers 
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are smallest for the largest separation scales (and hence strongest incident shock-
wave). 
The concept of a pre-interaction Trough was introduced in section 5.4.1. It ,,,as 
argued that the existence of the trough was due to the sudden imposition of a large 
downstream pressure gradient. The heat-transfer slopes that exist at the start of the 
interaction (but after any trough) are shown in figure 7.14 along with the associated 
size of heat-transfer trough (or drop). The size of a trough - where one exists - is 
proportional to the initial slope. Between 00 and 1200 either no trough exists or the 
trough is too small to measure. The heat-transfer ratio can be transformed into a 
pressure ratio using a relationship suggested by Back et a1.7 and given in eq.7.1. The 
validity of this equation at current conditions of high Reynolds and Mach numbers 
was upheld in the studies of Coleman. 17 
P ~ Ql.18 rat - (7.1) 
Thus the initial slope line can be transformed into a slope of pressure and plotted 
along with the trough size showing that both are proportional to each other. This 
agrees with arguments in section 5.4.1 about the origin of pre-interaction troughs. 
7.2 Oil-flow Visualisations of Separated Flows 
7.2.1 Introduction 
Heat-transfer and pressure measurements taken during experiments with Cow12 
showed _ through the appearance of plateaux in the profiles - that the boundary 
layer separated. Schlieren pictures taken during a run also showed the expected 
separated shock system. What wasn't clear was the exact points of separation 
and reattachment and whether or not three-dimensional instabilities (Gortler vor-
tices) existed in the reattachment region. Oil-flow visualisations were conducted by 
Denman19 in the Gun tunnel during his reattaching base flow experiments and he 
managed to capture both reattachment lines and Gortler type vortices by coating 
his flare with oil and sprinkling the oil with talc. This methodology was attempted 
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again here but without much success. An alternative method \yas used whereby 
titanium oxide was mixed with oil and painted onto the centrebody. This provided 
a means by which some of the important surface details of the Cowl2 separated flows 
could be captured. 
Before looking at any results of the visualisations it is convenient to introduce 
a CartIer vortex. This centrifugal instability, predicted by CartIer in 194028 \\"as 
originally ascribed to shear-layers on concave walls and is due to perturbations in 
the shear-layer creating an imbalance between the local pressure and centrifugal 
forces. On convex walls such perturbations are stable but in the case of concave 
walls they are unstable and create pairs of counter-rotating vortices that are aligned 
with the streamwise direction of the flow. Originally the instability was of interest 
as it was seen as a cause of laminar breakdown to turbulence in normally stable 
favourable pressure gradients. 
The CartIer instability is not limited to concave walls. Reattachment zones in 
a separated flow over a plane surface can provide the concavity necessary for the 
possible growth of a CartIer vortex pair. The CartIer number, C (equation 7.2), 
provides a critical boundary-layer thickness and radius of curvature for the instability 
to occur. 
(7.2) 
In the following sections, it will be argued that streaks in the oil-flow visuali-
sations are CartIer type vortices induced in the flow due to the turning of the shear 
layer through reattachment. 
7.2.2 Axisymmetric Oil-Flow Experiments 
The oil-flow experiments were conducted on the axisymmetric cowl/centrebody con-
figuration using oils of different thicknesses. The thickness of the oil was changed b~' 
trial and error by adding more or less titanium oxide to the mixture starting with 
the thickest solution shown in figure 7.15 and culminating with the final, thinnest 
solution shown in figure 7.16. 
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The thicker oil-film clearly shows that striations, typical of Gortler type vortices , 
are formed around the centrebody, but with the thinnest oil-film the separation 
region and the limiting line of oil transportation also become evident. The Gortler-
type vortices appear uniformly spaced around the centrebody with the onset of the 
vortices starting approximately 40 mm downstream of the cowl trailing edge. 
Figure 7.15: Oil-flow visualisation using a thick oil film. The configuration is ax-
isymmetric yet three-dimensional flow features in the form of Gortler type vortices 
are evident. 
The pictures show that there are approximately 12 streaks between 0° and 180° 
representing a wavelength of about 19.6 mm and a distance between streaks of 9.8 
mm. Comparison of the pictures shows that the azimuthal location of the stria-
tions varies from run to run. Gortler suggested that the average distance between 
striations should be 2.58 - this was later verified by Hopkins et a1. 36 to be accu-
rate to within 20%. The 40 and 45 mm points are shown on a schlieren picture 
in figure 7.17. The boundary-layer is not explicitly clear at these points but if it 
is assumed that the boundary-layer extends to just below the reattachment shock 
then it is approximately 3.45 mm high. Using this boundary-layer thickness and 
inserting into 2.58, an approximation of 8.625 mm is given for the distance between 
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the streaks which compares well with the above figure of 9.8 mm. This estimation is 
accurate to within the estimates of Hopkins et al. and is a seemingly good approx-
imation when taking the uncertainty of boundary-layer measurement and oil-flow 
analysis into account. 
Figure 7.16: Similar Oil-flow visualisation to figure 7.15 with the thinnest oil film. 
The Gortler type vortices exist and seem to be independent of the thickness of the 
oil-film. The separation region and line of oil transportation are now evident. 
Omm 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
Figure 7.17: Schlieren picture of Cowl2 flowfield. The boundary-layer t hickness 
between the 40-45 mm points can be identified for comparison with the onset of 
striations found during oil-flow visualisations. 
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7.2.3 5mm Offset Oil-Flow Experiments 
Figure 7.18 shows the oil-flow visualisation when the cowl is offset by 5mm while 
a blow up of the top portion of the picture is shown in figure 7.19. On both. the 
striations due to the Gortler-type vortices are evident as well as spots of oil that have 
separated from the centrebody surface just downstream of the cowl trailing edge. 
These are in fact spots of oil being picked up in the separation bubble, following 
streamlines and being deposited when the streamlines are reversed at reattachment. 
The downstream extent of these spots of oil is an indication of reattachment. The 
pitted region around the centrebody is more than likely the region where spots of 
oil have been transported in the separation bubble and dropped creating craters. 
Denman 19 noticed that the talc he used floated in a similar manner. 
Figure 7.18: Oil-flow visualisation when cowl is offset by 5 mm and with thickest oil 
film. 
After the pitted region, lines are visible that turn around the centrebody heli-
cally until they meet the striations caused by the Gortler type vortices. These cross-
flow streamlines are generated by the three-dimensional surface skin-friction field to 
form a classical herring-bone topology. The fact that these - surface streamlines -
have been captured by the oil-flow visualisations is important for future computa-
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tionalists when comparisons with experimental data is needed to verify surface flow 
patterns. 
Figure 7.19: Zoom of oil-flow visualisation in figure 7.18. 
F · 7 20· Oil-flow visualisation when cowl is offset by 5 mm but now with an 19ure . . 
intermediate thickness oil-film. 
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A second picture taken during run-time with a thinner film of oil is shown in 
figure 7.20 and displays similar features to those in figure 7.18 but now the line where 
oil transportation ceases is visible. This exists as a wavy, nearly sinusoidal line. 
which could possible be due to the energising and de-energising of the boundary-
layer by Gortler type cells. This figure is blown up in figure 7.21 to show the 
three-dimensional surface streamlines. A final visualisation was conducted using 
the thinnest solution of oil and titanium dioxide and is shown in figure 7.22. The 
termination line is now almost straight. This could mean that the energising and 
de-energising effect of the Gortler type cells in the boundary-layer is small and is 
only visible in more viscous surface oil flows. There is also the possibility that the 
thicker oil is affecting the surface flow. 
Figure 7.21: Zoom of oil-flow visualisation in figure 7.20. 
In section 7.2.2 the striations were uniformly separated and the distance be-
tween them could be measured. With the cowl offset to 5 mm the striations are 
no longer uniform and seem to merge at places. The boundary-layer thickness at 
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the top and bottom of the centrebody (from schlieren), at the start points of the 
vortices are 4.1 and 2.3 mm respectively. These correspond to a striation separation 
distance of 10.25 and 5.75 mm which is a good approximation of the maximum 
and minimum distances between striations seen in the oil-flow pictures. Clearly, 
the three-dimensionality of the system is affecting the pattern and position of the 
G6rtler-type instabilities. 
Figure 7.22: Oil-flow visualisation when cowl is offset by 5 mm and with a thinnest 
oil-film. 
7.2.4 lOmm Offset Oil-Flow Experiments 
The oil-flow visualisation pictures of figures 7.23 and 7.24, taken when the cowl is off-
set by 10 mm and with two different thickness oil-films, do not show any evidence of 
the formation of Gortler type vortices. Since the formation of Gortler type vortices 
depends on the concavity of the shear-layer at reattachment, a more gradual reat-
tachment process could be creating more stable conditions within the reattaching 
boundary-layer. It was demonstrated in section 7.1.2 that as the separation scales 
increase the reattachment process becomes more gradual; this fact could account for 
the lack of centrifugal instabilities at upper azimuthal positions. The termination 
of oil movement is a straight line in this case, likely influenced by the stability of 
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reattachment. The herring-bone topology is again visible when figure 7.24 is blown 
up into figure 7.25 
Figure 7.23: Oil-flow visualisation during run when cowl is offset by lOmm and using 
a thick oil film. 
Figure 7.24: Oil-flow visualisation during run when cowl is offset by lOmm and using 
a thin oil film. 
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Figure 7.25: Zoom of oil-flow visualisation in figure 7.24. 
7.2.5 Estimations of Reattachment Lengths 
In chapters 5 and 6 it was proposed that reattachment points could be predicted 
using Coleman et aI's relationship between heat-transfer and pressure (eq. 5.1). 
Specifically, it was proposed that the separation point coincided with the streamwise 
position where the relationship broke-down and similarly reattachment coincided 
with the position where the relationship is again valid. It is important to give some 
validation to this assumption. Here, the results from the oil-flow visualisations will 
be used to predict reattachment points based on the surface flow detail of the pitted 
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region for the axisymmetric flow and the herring-bone topology for the 5mm and 
10mm offset flows. It should be stressed here that this is a rough approximation 
and estimation should be given as within ±O.5mm. The estimation of 33.2--1 mm for 
the axisymmetric case is shown in figure 7.26 and is estimated based on the lnost 
streamwise position of oil movement within the separation bubble (i.e. spots of oil 
indicated at the top of the centrebody) and the end of a pitted region. 
offset Profile Oil-flow reattach Coleman reattach % Difference 
Axisymmetric 0° 33 33 0 
5mm 0° 51 55 8 
5mm 90° 30 33 9 
5mm 180° 18 17 6 
10mm 0° 65 66 1 
10mm 90° 27 30 11 
Table 7.1: Table of estimated reattachment positions. 
Table 7.1 summarises the results of estimated reattachment points as measured 
on the oil-flow pictures and from Coleman's transformation. Despite the fact that 
there is some uncertainty in the pictures as to the exact point of reattachment 
there is quite a good comparison between the two techniques. It should be noted 
that the estimations of the 10 mm offset case using Coleman's transformation are 
not made when the transformation agrees but when the profiles become parallel. 
The profiles never fully agree after separation (probably due to the effects of three-
dimensionality) but it was thought that agreement in slope between the two profiles 
was a reasonable indication of reattachment. 
This provides significant evidence that the hypothesis of the prediction of reat-
tachment through Coleman et aI's transformation is validated and that it can be 
used in further studies as a prediction of reattachment. It should also be noted 
that now that reattachment has been isolated, it can be proved using results from 
this thesis, that a free-interaction can extend through to reattachment in turbulent 
flows. This was demonstrated in chapters 5 and 6. 
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Figure 7.26: Zoom of oil-flow visualisation in figure 7.16 showing the end of reat-
tachment (33.24 mm), the start of the formation of the Gortler type vortices (40.71 
mm) and the point where the vortices are fully developed (60 mm). 
Chapter 8 
Conclusions 
8.1 Discussion of Thesis 
The main objectives of this research study were to produce, experimentally, a set of 
benchmark data, comprising surface pressure and heat-transfer profiles in attached 
and separated, hypersonic, turbulent shock-wave / boundary-layer interactions for 
both axisymmetric and three-dimensional flows. The dataset has been successfully 
completed and is unparallelled. 
The accuracy of the axisymmetric data is such that profiles at three azimuthal 
positions collapse perfectly. This is true for the attached pressure and heat-transfer 
profiles as well as the separated pressure profiles. There was some scatter in the 
separated heat-transfer profiles before separation and after reattachment but expla-
nations were given for the former based on an understanding of the dynamics of 
the flow and findings of other investigations while the latter was explained as the 
occurrence of Gortler-type vortices produced by the reattachment process. Oil-flow 
visualisations conducted as part of this thesis proved the existence of these vortices, 
while a comparison between the location of the vortices and the location of the 
heat-transfer scatter proved the link between the two. 
The three-dimensional data provides an exhaustive reference base for CFD 
practitioners to validate their turbulence codes. The three-dimensional regimes 
measured, range from weak to strong three-dimensional attached and separated 
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flows. An interesting regime where attached and separated interactions co-exist has 
been constructed and measured in two ways. Firstly the three-dimensionality in 
an attached SWBLI was increased to the point where a small separation pocket 
was created at the top of the azimuthal positions of the interaction. Secondly, a 
large separation pocket was produced when the three-dimensionality of a separated 
SWBLI was increased to the point where the interaction at the bottom azimuthal 
position remained attached. This second separation pocket topology was further in-
vestigated and a three-dimensional mapping was made of the surface heat-transfer 
through the interaction using nine different azimuthal profiles. 
While the database was constructed, a number of findings were made; these 
are listed below in bullet-points and grouped by the chapter in which they are first 
presented. 
8.1.1 Conclusions from chapter 5 
• A pre-interaction trough (called a Type-l Though) exists in the heat-transfer 
data ahead of the attached interaction. This trough is linked with inertial 
responses of the boundary layer in the near wall-region. 
• A second trough exists in the heat-transfer peak region (Type-2 Though). This 
trough was shown to be a result of mixing and inertial response of the boundary 
layer. 
• Surface pressure and heat-transfer profiles in high Reynolds number, hyper-
sonic flows can be collapsed using Coleman's transformation. 17 The two pro-
files collapse everywhere except in the trough and separated regions. This 
means that one profile can be predicted if the other profile and the upstream 
conditions are known. 
• The computational code used herein is capable of accurate quantitative es-
timates of surface pressure through the attached interaction; however ~ heat-
transfer was over-estimated through shockwaves (by a factor of two) and un-
derestimated through expansion waves. 
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• The apparent deficiency in the code's ability to estimate the surface heat-
transfer can be overcome by applying Coleman's transformation to the gener-
ally accurate estimations of surface pressure. 
• CFD utilising the Menter turbulence model was not able to capture either of 
the troughs noted in the experimental data despite the fact that a lanlinar 
code was capable of at least isolating the pre-interaction trough. This implied 
a lacking in the turbulence routine's modelling of the near-wall region. 
• The experimental pressure data for an axisymmetric separated interaction 
measured at three azimuthal position collapses onto one curve with negligi-
ble scatter. There was however scatter in the heat-transfer data at the pre-
separation region and after reattachment. 
• Gortler-type vortices are shown to be responsible for the scatter in the heat-
transfer data after reattachment. 
• As opposed to the pressure plateau which slightly increases, the heat-transfer 
plateau slightly drops. 
• Coleman's transformation, when applied to the axisymmetric, separated pres-
sure and heat-transfer data can be used to predict separation and reattachment 
points, the breakdown of the transformation signifying the intermediary region 
between these two points. 
• An explanation was given for the existence of a free interaction at separa-
tion based on the idea that a boundary-layer has an inherent finite maximum 
turning angle. 
• A free interaction was demonstrated in turbulent, hypersonic flows up to 
and including reattachment. This is contrary to previous theories on free-
interactions in turbulent flows. 
• As with attached flows, CFD was capable of accurately capturing the surface 
pressure through a separated interaction, to the point that 90% of separation 
scales were captured. Heat-transfer, however, was as troublesome to model 
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in the separated case as it was in attached interactions with heat-transfer 
through a shockwave and expansion wave again correspondingly overestinlated 
and underestimated. The conclusion here is that Coleman's transformation 
should be used to attain more accurate estimates of heat-transfer outside the 
separation bubble . 
• A non-dimensional number, the Fluctuation Factor, was devised to analyse 
the unsteadiness in the attached and separated interactions . 
• In attached interactions significant unsteadiness was only found in the peak 
regIon . 
• Three regions of significant unsteadiness were found in the separated interac-
tion: In the intermittent zone, around the separation point and finally, at the 
peak. 
8.1.2 Conclusions from chapter 6 
• When an attached SWBLI is offset by small amounts, the only sources of 
three-dimensionality in an attached interaction are the streamwise shift of the 
interaction points and the distance to the incident shock focus. 
• As this offset increases, a third source of three-dimensionality emerges, prob-
ably as a result of crossflows. 
• At extreme offsets, the otherwise attached boundary-layer existing at the top 
azimuthal positions can separate creating a small separation pocket. 
• Surface pressure proved insensitive to small scale separations while even very 
small scales of separation are visible in the surface heat-transfer profiles. 
• Heat-transfer is far more sensitive to the effects of three-dimensionality than 
is pressure. The formation of a trough in one profile is shown to be linked to 
similar troughs at other azimuthal positions. This occurs at low offsets where 
the effects of three-dimensionality were unseen in pressure profiles. 
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• Doglegs or knees in heat-transfer were shown to be indicative of small scale 
separation. 
• A free interaction can exist up to the separation point of separation pockets. 
After separation the influence of the three-dimensionality through the large 
subsonic region breaks down the free-interaction. 
• Agreement between both pressure and heat-transfer profiles is needed before a 
free interaction can be assumed, in some cases heat-transfer profiles can imply 
a free interaction that is not existing in pressure profiles. 
• As separation scales increase the interaction between the resulting shock s~'s­
tern and cowl trailing edge expansion wave also increases. 
• Offsetting an originally axisymmetric, separated interaction can produce a 
large separation pocket around the centrebody. The boundary-layer at az-
imuthal positions that have moved sufficiently far away from the shock system 
focus can remain attached through the interaction whilst the boundary-layer 
at other azimuthal positions separates . 
• Whilst on their own separation and three-dimensionality were shown to comply 
with Coleman's transformation, it was found that a combination of separation 
and large scale three-dimensionality made the transformation unsuitable after 
separation. 
8.1.3 Conclusions from chapter 7 
• The upstream extent of a separation pocket forms a nonlinear profile when 
plotted against azimuthal position. This is due to the combined effects of 
separation scale and incident shock location. 
• As the separation scale increases, the heat-transfer gradient through reattach-
ment decreases implying that the reattachment process becomes more gradual. 
• The size of a pre-interaction trough is proportional to initial gradient of the 
heat-transfer and, through Back's7 transformation, on the initial gradient of 
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pressure. 
• Oil-flow visualisations have been successfully completed in the hypersonic, 
turbulent regime, displaying surface features such as separation, reattachment 
and Gortler-type vortices. 
• The distance between the visualised streaks in the axisymmetric separated 
configuration is 9.8 mm, this compares well with Gortler's theoretical value of 
8.625 mm. 
• The oil-flow technique is capable of capturing surface streamlines which, when 
the flow is three-dimensional, produce a herring-bone pattern. 
• At large cowl offsets (or equivalently when the three-dimensionality of the 
flow is large) the Gortler-type vortices do not form. This could be due to 
the influence of separation scales on the stability of the reattaching boundary-
layer. 
• Oil-flow visualisations can be used to estimate reattachment points which agree 
with those predicted using Coleman's transformation. 
8.2 Future Work 
A number of issues in need of further investigation can be identified from the above 
text. It is this author's opinion that a system whereby time accurate velocity dis-
tributions can be measured is the next logical step in turbulent SWBLI research 
at Imperial College. The pressure and heat-transfer profiles presented will prove 
invaluable to CFD practitioners for validation of their turbulence routines, but ide-
ally these profiles would be complemented with boundary-layer profiles of velocity, 
vorticity and Reynolds stresses so that the weakness of a given code can be located. 
In this thesis it was surmised that the CFD was not accurately modelling the near-
wall boundary-layer distribution, but without any of the mentioned boundary-layer 
profiles any fix to the turbulent routine would be merely trial and error. 
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Further investigations into SWBLl's should be undertaken in the transitional 
flow regime. The intermittency of a transitional flow may vastly change the physics 
of the interaction and it may not resemble either a laminar or turbulent interaction. 
The results from this study would be greatly enhanced in a computational sense if 
the aforementioned time accurate velocity gradients were measured. 
The unsteadiness found in the separated interactions warrants further investi-
gation. Higher sampling frequencies would be required to satisfactorily capture the 
larger eddy scales. 
The Gortler-type vortices found using oil-flow technique should be investigated 
more thoroughly. The reason for the transverse location of the vortices and why they 
remained stationary during the run was not concluded. It would also be interesting 
to understand the level of concavity of the boundary-layer at reattachment for the 
various configurations so as to understand why, when Cowl2 was offset offset by 
lOmm, no Gortler vortices were formed. 
Appendix A 
Derivation of Vorticity Equations 
in Two-Layer Model 
This appendix derives the vorticity equations for the two-layer model described in 
section 5.3. Two timescales are used, tl and t2, the former is the inertial timescale 
while the latter is the diffusive timescale. An order of magnitude analysis for these 
two timescales is given in appendix B. 
A.I Vorticity Equation at Inertial Timescales tl 
At a timescale of tl, the two layers of the boundary layer respond to the downstream 
pressure gradient but, since the scale is much less than diffusion scales they do not 
communicate and diffusion does not occur. 
A.I.I Layer 1 
To assess the vorticity equation of Layer 1 the following assumptions are made. 
• The velocities are zero. 
• Conservative body forces. 
• The surface is horizontal - ~~ = o. 
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• The flow is two-dimensional. (for simplicity). 
Instantaneously, t1, the flow in Layer 1 sees a pressure gradient as it goes 
through the interaction and is oblivious to the state of Layer 2. The momentum 
equation for Layer 1 A.I can be converted to an equation for vorticity generation 
at a solid surface (from Greitzer et al. 29 ) as in Eq. A.2. 
Du dp 
P Dt = - dx + Fvisc (A.I) 
1 dp dwz 
-- = -v--
pdx dy 
(A.2) 
The balance equation for Layer 1 given by Eq. A.2 can be interpreted as the 
diffusion of vorticity across a solid boundary due to the vorticity gradient set up 
at the boundary by a streamwise pressure gradient. An adverse pressure gradient 
will diffuse positive vorticity into the boundary layer thus reducing the local skin 
friction. 
A.l.2 Layer 2 
Following are the assumptions made when deriving the vorticity equation for Layer 
2 at timescales of t1: 
• Conservative body forces. 
• The surface is horizontal. 
• The flow is two-dimensional. (for simplicity). 
• The effects of the isothermal wall condition on the density gradient are entirely 
contained within Layer 1. 
The vorticity transport equation for Layer 2 is given in Eq. A.3. 
Dw 1 
_ = (w.\7)u - w(\7.u) - \7 x (-\7p) + \7 x Fvisc 
Dt P 
(A.3) 
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The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. A.3 represents the change in vor-
ticity due to stretching and tilting of vortex lines. For a two-dimensional flow where 
the only existing component of vorticity is W z in the boundary layer, this term is 
zero and can be neglected. 
The second term shows how the vorticity is affected by compressibility. In 
incompressible flows this term can be neglected as Vu = 0 but it must be retained 
in compressible flows. It can be expressed in terms of gradients in density using the 
continuity equation resulting in Eq. A.4. 
Vp 
-w(V.u) = w(u.-) 
p 
(A A) 
In an adverse density gradient (such as that experienced through a shockwave) 
this term will introduce vorticity into the flow that is the same sign as the existing 
vorticity. This means that negative vorticity will be introduced into Layer 2, the 
magnitude of which depends on the existing vorticity, velocity and density fields. 
The third term on the right-hand side of Eq. A.3 is generally called the baro-
clinic vorticity term since it is caused by the orthogonality of the density and pressure 
gradients. This term is usually expressed as in Eq. A.5. 
1 1 
-V x (-Vp) = 2(Vp x Vp) 
p P 
(A.5) 
This introduces negative vorticity into a boundary layer experiencing an adverse 
pressure gradient as does Layer 2 through a SWBLl. 
The final term in Eq. A.3 represents diffusion of vorticity within the layer. Since 
the current timescale is much less than that of diffusion, this term can be neglected. 
It will be introduced when considering the diffusive timescale, t2. 
The final vorticity transport equation for Layer 2 at timescale t1 in a 2D flow 
is given in Eq. A.6 and describes the changes in vorticity due to compressibility and 
pressure gradients. 
Dw Vp 1 
- = w(u.-) + 2(Vp x Vp) 
Dt P P 
(A.6) 
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A.2 Vorticity Equation at Diffusive Timescales t2 
At tin1escales equivalent to a diffusive scale across the boundary layer the local 
vorticity depends on the response of the entire boundary layer profile to the pressure 
gradient. At the diffusive timescales, the term \7 x Fvisc diffuses vorticity between 
the layers of the boundary layer. 
Appendix B 
Inertial and Diffusive Timescales 
B.l Derivation of timescales 
An order of magnitude analyses can be conducted to derive when the assumption 
of zero velocities in Layer 1 is valid. The momentum equation in the x-direction is 
given in equation B.1. For the velocity components (i.e. the left-hand-side of the 
equation) to be neglected the order of the momentum force to the viscous forces 
must be very small. 
(B.1) 
If 
• U,v,W = O(u) 
• x,y = 0(8) 
• z = 0(1) 
then 
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and the maximum order of u is 0(8) so that the ratio of any of the momentum 
terms to the viscous term is at least 0 ( 82 ). Since the region of interest is yer~" 
close to the wall, it is reasonable to assume that boundary-layer profile is lanlinar 
(laminar sub-layer). This equation for the velocity profile in this region is gi\"en 
in equation B.2. If the u velocity of order O( 8)is used in this equation along \yith 
Uoo = 0(1), we can get an order of magnitude of y as in equation B.3. 
(B.2) 
where k is a constant. 
(B.3) 
A timescale for diffusion over height, Y1 = O(y), in the boundary-layer is the 
short duration timescale and is given as: 
(B.4) 
While a timescale for diffusion over the boundary-layer, Y2 = 0(8) is given as: 
(B.5) 
Whilst this is not a rigorous analysis it does demonstrate that in the laminar 
sub-layer (and hence Layer 1), the inertial timescale of the boundary-layer is 2 orders 
of magnitude less than the diffusive scale and that arguments based on this are valid. 
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